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Adviser: Doctor Susan L. Perkins 
Trypanosoma cruzi is a genetically diverse parasite that causes Chagas disease, one of the most 
important zoonoses in the Americas.  This generalist parasite of mammals belongs to a clade 
mostly comprised of bat parasites, the T. cruzi clade. The origins (i.e., biogeographic history and 
evolution of hosts associations) of this parasite are far from being understood, and the main areas 
that need further study are: species limits within T. cruzi sensu lato, further studies on the 
diversity of T. cruzi clade members and their hosts, and research on adaptations of the hosts to 
trypanosome infections. In this dissertation I explore these research areas in five core chapters 
(Ch.2 to Ch.6), and these are the main results per chapter: ch.2) Proposed the recognition of 
Tcbat as a major diagnostic typing unit of T. cruzi. Ch.3) Found high genetic diversity in the bat 
exclusive lineage T. c. marinkellei than in the other subdivisions of T. cruzi. Also, reported Tcbat 
and T. c. marinkellei for Ecuador. Ch.4) Determined that the number of putative species in the T. 
cruzi clade is underestimated, and more strikingly, that the bat Artibeus jamaicensis is the 
vertebrate host with the highest number of trypanosomes (5 species) detected in a single locality. 
Ch.5) Results indicate that T. cruzi sensu lato is actually comprised of three species - the 
generalist T. cruzi, and two parasites of bats, Trypanosoma marinkellei and Trypanosoma sp. 
nov.; that there is a previously undetected high diversity of T. cruzi relatives associated with bats, 
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and use of bats as hosts has evolved several times and in three different clades of parasites. Ch.6) 
Tested the hypothesis that immune genes in bats evolve under stronger positive selection than in 
other mammals because of the high diversity of pathogens associated with bats—including 
trypanosomes of the T. cruzi clade. I used the gene TLR2, as a candidate gene. These results help 
to understanding better the diversity of the T. cruzi clade, and the importance of bats on the 
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Introduction—the Trypanosoma cruzi clade and its mammalian hosts 
Abstract  
The parasite Trypanosoma cruzi causes Chagas disease, an important zoonosis of humans and 
other mammals in the Americas. As a human pathogen this parasite has been studied extensively; 
however, research on the populations infecting exclusively wild mammals and other closely 
related trypanosomes have been neglected despite their importance for understanding the origins 
of Chagas disease and the interplay between trypanosomes and their mammalian hosts.  In this 
review, we explore the state of the art on our understanding of multiple components of the 
diversity (e.g., parasite and host diversity, biogeography, phylogeny, species limits, host-parasite 
arm races) of T. cruzi and its relatives (the T. cruzi clade). There are 12 species of trypanosomes 
within the T. cruzi clade, mostly distributed in the Neotropics and Africa. Out of the 12 species, 
5 parasitize bats, 5 terrestrial mammals, and 2 bats and terrestrials mammals.  Because of the 
high incidence of species using bats as hosts, it has been proposed the “the bat seeding 
hypothesis” to explain the host preferences of this group of parasites, indicating that host 
switching events have occurred from bats to terrestrial mammals. Despite that arguably the T. 
cruzi clade is one of the best studied groups of trypanosomes, there are gaps in our knowledge of 
trypanosomes and mammals; we argue that three main research areas have to be pursued to 
understand the origins of T. cruzi: 1) the species limits of T. cruzi, 2) the diversity of T. cruzi 
members and their hosts, and 3) exploratory research on host adaptations to trypanosome 




Keywords: Bat, Chagas disease, Chiroptera, Genetic diversity, reservoir host, Tcbat, 
Trypanosoma cruzi marinkellei, vector.   
Introduction 
Generalities of trypanosomes 
Trypanosomes are single-celled eukaryotes that are parasites of all classes of vertebrates, mostly 
mammals. Despite their life style as obligate parasites, trypanosomes belong to the order 
Kinetoplastida within the higher group Euglenozoa which contain several free-living relatives of 
trypanosomes.  In general, trypanosomes are dixenous, which means that they are able to 
parasitize two hosts, a condition that seems to have evolved multiple times within kinetoplastids 
(Flegontov et al. 2013). In the case of trypanosomes, they parasitize a vertebrate and an 
invertebrate host (e.g., cimicid bugs, leeches, triatomine bugs, tsetse flies); the latter usually 
serving as a vector. However, there are at least two unusual cases where vertebrates can also 
function as vectors: 1) vampire bats (Desmodus rotundus) are able to transmit Trypanosoma 
evansi while feeding on the blood of ungulates (Marinkelle 1976); 2) more strikingly, T. cruzi 
can develop the invertebrate morphological stages in the anal glands of opossums (Didelphis 
marsupialis), and the parasites can be vectored to other mammals (e.g., predators) by the 
secretions of these glands when the opossums are in distress (Deane et al. 1986).  
General co-evolutionary associations between vertebrate hosts, vectors and trypanosomes 
have been explored, but only loose associations have been found (Hamilton et al. 2007). For 
instance, the most basal clade of trypanosomes is the Aquatic clade that infects frogs and fish, 
while the remaining derived clades infect amniotes (Figure 1.1). However, there is no support for 
co-speciation patterns between parasites and hosts. At most, there is support for a “host fitting” 
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pattern since in general the trypanosome clades are associated with particular types of vertebrate 
and invertebrate hosts (Hamilton et al. 2007).  
Hundreds of mammal species have been found infected with trypanosome species 
currently recognized as valid (Hoare 1972). Most of the mammal species harboring 
trypanosomes belong to the orders Artiodactyla, Chiroptera, and Rodentia; also, several 
primates, including humans have been found harboring trypanosomes (Hoare 1972). There is 
little information on pathogenic conditions of these parasites in wild mammals, but diseases 
caused by trypanosomes are present in humans and domestic mammals.  
Trypanosomes infecting humans 
At least 10 species of trypanosomes, from three different clades, have been found infecting 
humans; two of these, T. brucei and T. cruzi, cause serious diseases, sleeping sickeness and 
Chagas disease, respectively. Other two important species are T. lewisi and T. rangeli. The 
parasite T. lewisi, a rodent parasite, has been found infecting humans only in rare cases, mostly 
immnuno-suppressed children (Truc et al. 2013). Lastly, T. rangeli, a member of the T. cruzi 
clade is able to infect humans, but it does not develop any pathology; however, the 
epidemiological importance of this species is that serological tests for the diagnosis of T. cruzi 
can result in false positives in case of infection with T. rangeli (Guhl and Vallejo 2003).  
Sleeping sickness, caused by T. brucei is an infection associated with the inflammation of 
the central nervous system. This disease is estimated to have important impacts in the economy 
and public health of countries of the Sub Saharan region of Africa (Simarro et al. 2011). The 
vectors of T. brucei are tse-tse flies, and other mammals like ungulates may sever as reservoir 
hosts, although it is known that some African artiodactyls may be immune to this pathogen. In 
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addition, recent studies have pointed to molecular adaptations of the primate Apolipoprotein 
gene to fight T. brucei infections (Raper et al. 1999; Vanhamme et al. 2003).   
The species Trypanosoma cruzi is the causal agent of Chagas disease, a New World 
zoonosis present from the southern United States to Argentina and Chile. It infects a minimum of 
8 – 9 million people, and is considered the parasitic infection with the highest disease burden in 
Latin America (Bern and Montgomery 2009).  The parasite T. cruzi is able to infect ca. 170 
mammal species, including wild and domestic mammals, using triatomine kissing bugs as 
vectors. The mode of transmission (unlike the most common method by the proboscis of the 
vector during feeding) is by a contaminative route, meaning that the parasites are present in the 
feces of the vector (usually the vector defecates while feeding), and then grooming actions (e.g., 
licking or scratching) allow the parasites to invade the blood torrent through open wounds or 
mucosal areas rich in blood vessels. In chronic phases of Chagas disease, the parasites may 
invade cells of the heart, muscle or colon, to produce nests of amastigotes—agglomerations of 
trypanosomes in a non-motile stage. These intracellular invasions may cause the characteristic 
pathologies of Chagas disease: the megacolon and the chagasic cardiomyopathy. Both conditions 
can be life threatening, but more importantly in terms of economic burden, these could cause 
permanent physical disability to the patients, impeding them to perfom physical work, which is 
the main form of work in the economically underprivileged areas where Chagas diease is 
endemic (Coura and Borges-Pereira 2010).     
The scope of this review 
Almost 45 years have passed since Hoare’s encyclopedic work on mammalian 
trypanosomes (Hoare 1972), and the time in between has brought  important additions and 
changes to our understanding about the biology of these parasites. Particularly, advances in 
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molecular phylogenetics have established a new era of discoveries on trypanosome diversity and 
evolutionary relationships; knowledge about the relations of T. cruzi with its relatives has not 
been strange to these advances. Here, we review the advances on the classification of T. cruzi 
and its relatives, and the evolutionary associations with their mammalian hosts at the organismal 
and molecular levels. We conclude by pointing areas that need a better understanding: 1) species 
limits of T. cruzi, 2) diversity and systematics of trypanosomes closely related to T. cruzi, and 3) 
interactions of the immune system of the mammalian hosts and adaptations of the parasites to 
infection. 
Review 
Definition of the Trypanosoma cruzi clade  
The subgenus Schizotrypanum, originally described as a valid genus by Carlos Chagas when he 
described T. cruzi as Schizotrypanun cruzi (Chagas 1909), has been used to group T. cruzi and  
its closest relatives. The autapomorphy used to identify Schizotrypanum has been the capability 
of intracellular infection that is well understood in T. cruzi, but less studied in other species 
(Maeda et al. 2012). Because cellular infection is difficult to study in most of the species of 
trypanosomes, it seems more appropriate to abandon the use of Schizotrypanum. J. R. Stevens et 
al. (1999) were the first to use the name T. cruzi clade for the monophyletic group comprised by 
Typanosoma cruzi and its closest relatives. This group is distinct from other such monophyletic 
groups as the T. lewisi and T. theileri clades (Figure 1.1). Subsequently, the T. cruzi clade name 
has been accepted in posterior publications as a common term to define this group (e.g., 
Hamilton et al. 2009; Lima et al. 2012), and in practice it is much straightforward to conduct a 
phylogenetic analysis and determine the belonging to this group than conducting experiments 
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with cultured pathogens to determine invasion to cells, a condition that may not be shared by all 
members of the T. cruzi clade. 
Diversity 
As of August, 2013, the T. cruzi clade consists of at least 12 species, including the recently 
described African species T. erneyi and T. livingstonei (Lima et al. 2012; Lima et al. 2013) 
(Figure 1.2). In addition, it is possible that a few species described before the widespread use of 
DNA markers would also be part of this clade, e.g., Trypanosoma hedricki, Trypanosoma myoti 
(Bower and Woo 1981). Unfortunately, the lack of diagnostic morphological characters in blood 
smears does not allow a confident association of these species to the T. cruzi clade. New surveys 
of trypanosomes, in the same host species and geographic locations, should be conducted to 
obtain molecular data that could allow their placement in a phylogeny.  
Additionally, other geographic areas should be sampled, particularly poorly studied locations of 
Africa and South America. The high numbers of T. cruzi members recently found in Africa 
(Hamilton et al. 2009; Lima et al. 2012; Lima et al. 2013) may indicate that this continent may 
harbor much higher numbers of trypanosome species.  
Phylogeny 
The phylogenetic relationships of trypanosomes have been traditionally studied with the 18S 
rRNA and the gGAPDH markers (J. R. Stevens et al. 1999; Hamilton et al. 2004), which are two 
widely used genes to understand the relationships of kinetoplastid organisms (e.g., Hamilton et 
al. 2007; Flegontov et al. 2013). The wealth of DNA sequences of these markers available in 
public repositories such as GenBank have allowed their use across studies, and today, these 
markers are our best tool to understand the evolutionary relationships between T. cruzi clade 
members (Lima et al. 2013) (Figure 1.2). Nonetheless, advances in sequencing technologies will 
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certainly improve our knowledge of these phylogenetic relationships. For example, phylogenetic 
analyses with hundreds of genes of trypanosomes are now feasible (Kelly et al. 2014), but 
incipient taxon sampling is still an issue. 
Our current understanding of the phylogenetic relationships of the members of the T. 
cruzi clade (Lima et al. 2012) points to an African species, T. erneyi as the sister species of T. 
cruzi sensu lato (Fig. 1.2). However, there are not clear associations of subclades with 
geographic areas or hosts (e.g., Hamilton, Cruickshank, et al. 2012). These relationships are 
puzzling for the implications on the biogeographic origins of this pathogen.   
Species limits 
Delimitation of Trypanosoma species has either been based on host parasite relationships, 
morphological characters, or phylogenetic groupings. Although, these three tendencies are valid, 
and many times demonstrate high scientific rigor, there may be room for arbitrary decisions that 
may hamper proper recognition of species. For example, bird trypanosomes have been described 
exclusively based on host associations resulting in an excessive number of species recognized 
(Votỳpka et al. 2004). Morphological work with trypanosomes is difficult due to the plasticity of 
individual cells.  Only rarely clear diagnostic features are present, like in the totally rounded frog 
parasite Trypanosoma chattoni (Jones and Woo 1987), and it is not rare for morphological 
accounts of trypanosome parasites to include statements like “morphologically indistinguishable 
from Trypanosoma…” (e.g., Hoare 1972). Molecular data has been argued as the best approach 
to conduct discrimination of taxa in trypanosomes (Gibson 2003), but it may also lead to 
arbitrary decisions if, for example, random genetic distances or clustering are used. Fortunately, 
in recent years there have been advances on coalescent species delimitation methods with genetic 
information (Fujita et al. 2012; Carstens et al. 2013) which could be used to reduce biases in 
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species recognition. Particularly, within the T. cruzi clade there are outstanding species 
delimitation issues that require attention, namely whether the genetically diverse species T. cruzi, 
T. dionisii, and T. rangeli are actually species complexes, each containing more than one valid 
species. Out of these three species, only T. rangeli has received some systematic attention (J. R 
Stevens et al. 1999; Maia Da Silva et al. 2004), but it requires a re-assessment given the high 
genetic variation observed (e.g., Lima et al. 2013). 
In the case of T. cruzi sensu lato, high levels of genetic variability have been found, and it 
has a long history of lineage classifications, urgently making a case for testing the species 
boundaries of the group.  Currently, eight lineages split between two subspecies (T. cruzi cruzi 
and T. cruzi marinkellei) are recognized.  The subspecies T. cruzi marinkellei comprises two 
lineages T. c. marinkellei I and T. c. marinkellei II and both parasitize only bats (Baker et al. 
1978; Barnabe et al. 2003). The other subspecies, T. cruzi cruzi, comprises seven lineages: six 
that have been widely detected in humans and other mammals (TcI to TcVI), and the recently 
described lineage Tcbat that mostly infects bats (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009; Zingales et al. 
2012). The phylogenetic placement of these lineages has proved to be ambiguous, with several 
distinct hypothesis presented, and also somehow obscured by hybridization events among 
lineages (i.e., TcV and TcVI are hybrids resulting from crosses among lineages TcIII and TcII). 
Nonetheless, among the common ground in the phylogenies are the deep branching and basal 
position of T. cruzi marinkellei with respect to the other T. cruzi lineages (e.g., Hamilton et al. 
2009; Flores-López and Machado 2011). Also, within the clade of the T. cruzi cruzi lineages, 
Tcbat appears to be the most distinctive lineage (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009).    
Distribution and biogeography 
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As currently understood, the T. cruzi clade contains species distributed in Africa, the Americas, 
Eurasia and Australasia. The most widespread species is T. dionisii with confirmed records in 
Eurasia and South America, although no hosts are common between both continents suggesting 
the occurrence of occasional long distance dispersal events (Hamilton, Cruickshank, et al. 2012). 
Most of the species of the T. cruzi clade are distributed in the New World and in Africa with five 
species in each continent. Despite this high number of species in Africa, all records are recent 
(Hamilton et al. 2009; Lima et al. 2012; Lima et al. 2013).  
The biogeographic history of this group is complex for the absence of clear associations 
between subclades and geographic areas, with the need of invoking several events of long 
distance dispersal to explain the current distribution of species of this clade. Also, a southern 
continent origin has been proposed for this group given that all the species in the clade have 
distributions that include Africa, South America and Australia (Hamilton, Teixeira, et al. 2012). 
However, no formal biogeographic reconstructions have been performed in the group, and it is a 
priority to conduct a rigorous biogeographic analysis to have a better grasp on the ancestral areas 
of distribution of the group, and the dispersal events that have shaped the current distribution 
patterns of this group of parasites.  
Diversity of mammalian hosts 
Not surprisingly, the diversity of mammalian hosts of members of the T. cruzi clade is better 
understood for the trypanosomes that infect humans (i.e., T. cruzi and T. rangeli), than for the 
other members that infect only wild mammals. For many of the other species of trypanosomes of 
the T. cruzi clade only one host species is known. Character reconstructions to determine the 
ancestral host condition of the T. cruzi clade have not been conducted. However, two hypotheses 
have been proposed to explain the ancestral host condition of the Trypanosoma cruzi clade. The 
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first hypothesis (“the marsupial hypothesis” or “southern super-continent hypothesis”) suggests 
that the T. cruzi clade originated in Gondwanaland around the K/T boundary from a lineage of 
marsupial trypanosomes. The sole evidence was the early finding of a species of trypanosome 
(i.e., H25) that parasitizes an Australian marsupial, that, because of reduced taxon sampling this 
species was placed basal within the T. cruzi clade phylogeny (J. R. Stevens et al. 1999; Hamilton 
et al. 2007; Hamilton et al. 2009). The second hypothesis (“the bat-seeding hypothesis”) states 
that the T. cruzi clade originated from bat trypanosomes, and host switches between bats and 
terrestrial mammals explain the host parasite associations seen today (Hamilton, Teixeira, et al. 
2012). Evidence supporting the “bat-seeding hypothesis” comes from the large number of 
species in the T. cruzi clade that use bats as hosts (Figure 1.2), and the recent description and 
phylogenetic placement of T. livingstonei, a trypanosome that infects bats, at the base of the T. 
cruzi clade (Lima et al. 2013). With the amount of data available, a character reconstruction 
analysis may shed light on host switches from bats to terrestrial mammals and reversals to the 
ancestral condition, providing a better understanding of the evolution of the associations between 
T. cruzi clade members and their hosts.  
Host parasite arm-races? 
An evolutionary arms-race is expected between the immune system of hosts (defenses) and the 
infectious properties of parasites (offenses). Mammalian hosts have a suit of immunity genes to 
detect trypanosomes (Gazzinelli and Denkers 2006; Silva et al. 2009); whereas mammalian 
trypanosomes have two main offense strategies: A) immune evasion by shedding cell-membrane 
proteins (MacGregor et al. 2012; Oladiran and Belosevic 2012), and B) invasion of host cells 
(Andrade and Andrews 2005; Nagajyothi et al. 2011). It is not known how the genes involved in 
defense and offense have evolved, so this research area seems highly promising. Some of the 
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mammalian genes involved in trypanosome recognition are: CCR5, IL-10, MyD88, NOD2, 
Siglec-E, TLR2, TLR4, and TLR9 (Hunter et al. 1997; Drennan et al. 2005; Machado et al. 2005; 
Gazzinelli and Denkers 2006; Silva et al. 2009), and some of the trypanosome genes for immune 
evasion and cell invasion are the HSP70 gene family, KMP11 –a cluster of 4 genes-, and Tc52 
(Glass et al. 1986; Tolson et al. 1994; Ouaissi et al. 2002). Studies on molecular evolution of 
these genes, using a wide phylogenetic sample of hosts and parasites could shed important light 
on potential mechanisms of co-evolution, and finally the question whether there is a host parasite 
arm-races between mammals and members of the T. cruzi clade could be answered.  
 Conclusions  
In recent years there has been a considerable increase in our understanding of the diversity of the 
T. cruzi clade and their mammalian hosts. Also, a sound hypothesis “the bat-seeding hypothesis” 
has been formulated to explain the diversity of the clade by means of host switching events 
between bats and non-flying mammals. Despite these advances, three main topics of research are 
outstanding: 1) Species limits within T. cruzi sensu lato. 2) Further studies on the diversity of T. 
cruzi clade members and their hosts. 3) Research on molecular arm-races between mammal hosts 
and their T. cruzi clade parasites.  
Guide to core chapters of this dissertation: 
In my dissertation, I attempt to explore these three outstanding research topics on the 
relationships of the members of the T. cruzi clade and their mammalian hosts. Particularly, my 
dissertation research focuses on the origins of Trypanosoma cruzi sensu stricto and the diversity 
of the T. cruzi clade, and I start exploring host adaptations to these parasites. In the following 
five chapters I investigate these subjects:   
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Chapter 2. Tcbat a bat-exclusive lineage of Trypanosoma cruzi in the Panama Canal Zone, 
with comments on its classification and the use of the 18S rRNA gene for lineage 
identification 
Here we reported for the second time the existence of the T. cruzi lineage Tcbat. This lineage 
was first reported in Brazil, and now we detected it in Panama. Also, using different matrices 
with 18S rRNA and the cytb gene, we determined that the 18S rRNA gene is good enough to 
identify non-hybrid lineages of T. cruzi. Lastly, given the distinctiveness of Tcbat, we proposed 
to recognize it as a Diagnostic Typing Unit, a category reserved to the main genetic lineages of 
T. cruzi cruzi. This chapter was published in Infection, Genetics and Evolution (Pinto et al. 
2012).  
Chapter 3. Bats, trypanosomes, and triatomines in Ecuador: new insights into the diversity, 
transmission, and origins of Trypanosoma cruzi and Chagas disease 
In this chapter we conducted the most complete analysis of the cytb gene for T. cruzi sensu lato, 
and determined that most of the genetic diversity is concentrated in T. c. marinkellei, the 
subspsecies of T. cruzi that is restricted to bats. Also, we reported the genetic lineages Tcbat and 
T. c. marinkellei for first time in Ecuador. We discussed that T. cruzi likely has an origin form 
bat parasites, based on the phylogenetic relationship of T. c. marinkellei as sister to the remaining 
lineages of T. cruzi, and that the known closest relatives of T. cruzi sensu lato only infect bats. 
Finally, we presented a potential scenario on how T. cruzi and Chagas disease could have 
originated.     
Chapter 4. High local diversity of Trypanosoma in a common bat species, and implications 
for the biogeography and taxonomy of the T. cruzi clade 
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We analyzed under a phylogenetic framework the unpublished genetic data described in 
Cottontail et al. (2009). We used the Poisson tree processes (PTP) model for species delimitation 
to infer the most likely species numbers in this dataset and the entire T. cruzi clade. We 
determined that the number of putative species in the T. cruzi clade is underestimated, and more 
strinklingly, that the bat Artibeus jamaicensis is the vertebrate host with the highest number of 
trypanosomes (5 species) detected in a single locality. We published this work in Plos One 
(Cottontail et al. 2014).  
Chapter 5. Origins of Trypanosoma cruzi and evolution of bat-trypanosome associations 
We followed a two step framework to study the origins of T. cruzi: 1) We tested the species 
limits of T. cruzi sensu lato using 19 nuclear genes. 2) We conducted a large survey of 
trypanosome parasites in >1,300 tissue samples of mammals from the Americas, Africa, South 
East Asia, and Australasia. Species delimitation analyses determined that T. cruzi sensu lato 
comprises three different species: T. cruzi, T. marinkellei, and a new species that previously was 
thought to be part of T. marinkellei.  The survey revealed a previously undetected high diversity 
of members of the T. cruzi and T. theileri clades, and points that the use of bats as hosts of 
trypanosomes has evolved several times in three different clades of trypanosomes: T. cruzi, T. 
theileri and T. brucei clades.    
Chapter 6. Comparative evolution of the TLR2 gene in bats: effects of phylogeny, life traits 
and parasite exposure 
As a preliminary exercise on exploring molecular adaptation of hosts to parasites (including 
trypanosomes), we selected the TLR2, a gene of the innate immune system, to test the hypothesis 
that immune genes in bats evolve under stronger positive selection than in other mammals 
because of the high diversity of pathogens associated with bats. We tested three nested 
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predictions of this hypothesis: 1)  TLR2 ω (dn/ds ratio) is higher in bats than in other mammals. 
2) Bats’ traits associated with higher risk of parasitism are correlated with higher ω of the TLR2 
gene. 3) Bat populations exposed to trypanosome parasites have higher ω in the TLR2 gene than 
unexposed populations. Our results indicate that 1) the root branch of the TLR2 gene of bats 
presents signals of positive selection but the other branches evolve under negative selection; 2) 
there are low correlations between ω and traits typically associated with higher risk of acquiring 
infections; and 3) in the species Pteronotus parnellii, there are non-significant differences 
between exposed and unexposed populations, and TLR2 genotypes are not associated with 









Figure 1.1. Schematic representation of the phylogeny of the genus Trypanosoma showing the 
main clades. The topology is from Hamilton et al. (2007) and collapsed braches represent 
branches that had supports below 75% bootstrap. Silhouettes represent the main hosts types for 







Figure 1.2. Schematic representation of the phylogeny of the Trypanosoma cruzi clade. The 
topology follows (Lima et al. 2013), and the silhouettes represent mammalian hosts that are 






TcBat a bat-exclusive lineage of Trypanosoma cruzi in the Panama Canal Zone, with 
comments on its classification and the use of the 18S rRNA gene for lineage identification 
 
Abstract 
We report TcBat, a recently described genetic lineage of Trypanosoma cruzi, in fruit-eating bats 
Artibeus from Panama. Infections were common (11.6 % prevalence), but no other T. cruzi cruzi 
genotypes were detected. Phylogenetic analyses show an unambiguous association with 
Brazilian TcBat, but raise questions about the phylogenetic placement of this genotype using the 
18S rRNA gene alone.  However, analyses with three concatenated genes (18S rRNA, cytb, and 
H2B) moderately support TcBat as sister to the discrete typing unit (DTU) TcI. We demonstrate 
that short fragments (> 500 bp) of the 18S rRNA gene are useful for identification of DTUs of T. 
cruzi, and provide reliable phylogenetic signal as long as they are analyzed within a matrix with 
reference taxa containing additional informative genes. TcBat forms a very distinctive 
monophyletic group that may be recognized as an additional DTU within T. cruzi cruzi.   
Keywords  
Artibeus jamaicensis, Bat, Chagas disease, Chiroptera, missing data, reservoir host, TcI.  
 
1. Introduction 
Trypanosoma cruzi is the causal agent of Chagas disease, a New World zoonosis that infects 
a minimum of 8 – 9 million people, and which is considered the parasitic infection with the 
highest disease burden in Latin America (Hotez et al. 2008).  The population structure of T. cruzi 
is complex and several attempts at lineage classification have been conducted. Currently, eight 
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genotypes split between two subspecies (T. cruzi cruzi and T. cruzi marinkellei) are recognized.  
The subspecies T. cruzi marinkellei only parasitizes bats, and is considered as a single genotype 
although major subdivisions have been found (Barnabe et al. 2003). The other subspecies, T. 
cruzi cruzi, comprises seven genotypes: six discrete typing units (DTUs) that have been widely 
detected in humans and other mammals (TcI to TcVI), and the recently described genotype 
TcBat that so far has been found infecting only bats (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009; Zingales et al. 
2009; Macedo and Segatto 2010; Tibayrenc et al. 2010; Zingales et al. 2012). TcBat has 
previously been reported only from the Brazilian states of Mato Grosso do Sul and São Paulo, 
where it infects the insectivorous bats Noctilio albiventris (Noctilionidae) and Myotis spp. 
(Vespertilionidae) (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009).  
Here we present the first evidence of the presence of TcBat in Central America. We 
conducted phylogenetic analyses to determine the placement of TcBat in relation to other T. 
cruzi lineages, and examined the utility of the 18S rRNA gene as a marker for identification of 
genetic lineages of T. cruzi. More specifically we tested whether: 1) small fragments of the 18S 
rRNA gene, as those used in Marcili, L. Lima, et al. (2009) are reliable for phylogenetic 
inference, 2) the concatenated genes (18S rRNA, cytb, and H2B) provide a robust phylogenetic 
placement of TcBat, 3) an incomplete matrix containing fragments of different size and coverage 
of the 18S rRNA gene, and scatter cytb and H2B sequences could be used to robustly place T. 
cruzi lineages. In addition we discuss classification of the TcBat lineage, the possibility that it 
has a much wider distribution than previously suspected, and its importance for understanding 
the genetic variation within T. cruzi as a whole.  
2. Materials and methods 
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2.1. Sampling and genetic data 
From September 19 to November 16, 2005 we collected blood samples from 216 fruit-eating 
bats Artibeus jamaicensis in islands and adjacent mainland sites of Gatún Lake, Panama Canal 
Zone, Panama.  Extractions of DNA were conducted a few samples at the time to avoid 
contamination between samples. Trypanosome detection was conducted by a nested PCR 
amplification of a fragment of ca. 650bp obtained after a first round amplification of a ca. 900bp 
fragment of the 18S rRNA gene, using the primers designed by Noyes et al. (1999) and positive 
and negative controls.  All the positive samples were sequenced. Protocols, microscopy results 
and preliminary trypanosome identifications (TcBat only identified as T. cruzi) based on BLAST 
comparisons have been published previously (Cottontail et al. 2009).    
2.2. DNA matrices 
We built five different matrices (A to E) with SequenceMatrix 1.7.9 (Vaidya et al. 2011). 
Matrices A to D contained only data from Marcili, L. Lima, et al. (2009), except the hybrid 
lineages TcV and TcVI because they are redundant with their parental lineages TcII and TcIII 
(Lewis et al. 2011). Matrix A contained all 50 sequences of the 18S rRNA gene, trimmed at 809 
bp including gaps to obtain a complete matrix with no missing data. Matrix B had the same 
sequences of matrix A, but those were not trimmed, so they range between 809bp to 2,275bp. 
Matrix C contained concatenated sequences of the cytb, H2B genes and the trimmed 18S rRNA 
gene, only from 13 isolates with data for the three genes spanning 1,785bp in total. Matrix D had 
the same sequences of matrix C, but the 18S rRNA sequences were not trimmed, so the total 
length of the matrix was 3,246bp. Matrix E contained the data of matrix D plus the remaining 
18S rRNA gene sequences of Marcili, L. Lima, et al. (2009) and the new 17 sequences from 
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Panama.  To align the sequences in each matrix we used MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) using default 
parameters with the plug-in in the software Geneious (Biomatters 2014). Alignments were 
checked and corrected manually.   
2.3. Phylogenetic analyses 
For each matrix we conducted phylogenetic analyses using maximum parsimony (MP) and 
maximum likelihood (ML). Trypanosoma diosnisii was used as the outgroup in all analyses. We 
run the MP analyses in T.N.T. 1.1 (Goloboff et al. 2003), runs were executed using Wagner trees 
with 10 replicates as starting trees, and the swapping algorithm tree bisection reconnection 
(TBR). From equally parsimonious trees a consensus tree was estimated. For the ML runs we 
calculated models of sequence evolution and their parameters using jModelTest (Posada 2008); 
all matrices were evaluated as single partitions.  We performed the ML analyses in PhyML 3.0 
(Guindon et al. 2010) using five neighbour joining trees as random starting trees and the SPR 
algorithm for three improvements. For both the MP and ML analyses we estimated node 
supports by 1,000 bootstrap pseudo replicates. 
2.4. Genetic distances  
Mean genetic distances and their standard errors were calculated among Trypanosoma cruzi 
DTUs, TcBat and T. cruzi marinkellei using the matrix A and the model of evolution TN93+G. 
The analyses were performed in MEGA 5.05 (Tamura et al. 2011).    
3. Results 
A total of 25 (11.6 %) of the Panamanian Artibeus jamaicensis samples tested positive via 
PCR and DNA sequencing for Trypanosoma cruzi cruzi. Seventeen different sequences of the 
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18S rRNA gene were obtained, mostly differing in size (496bp – 816bp) due to quality of the 
samples and performance of the primers used. No ambiguous base calls were identified in the 
18S rRNA gene sequences. These sequences clustered together with previously reported 
sequences of TcBat in all the phylogenies (Figure 2.1). All DTUs also were monophyletic and 
mostly supported by high bootstrap values on all analyses (Figure 2.1), suggesting that the 18S 
rRNA gene is highly reliable for lineage identification within T. cruzi. The MP and ML 
topologies were concordant except for the analyses of matrices A and B (Figure 2.1A, 2.1B), 
where three different topologies were obtained and TcBat never clustered sister to TcI. However, 
in all the concatenated analyses TcBat was placed as sister to TcI, with low MP bootstrap 
support values, and high or moderate bootstrap values for ML (Figure 2.1C, 2.1D, 2.1E). 
Incomplete matrices (Figure 2.1B, 2.1D) performed equally poor (Figure 2.1A) or slightly better 
than the complete but smaller matrices (Figure 2.1C), indicating no negative effect of missing 
data on these phylogenies. The mean genetic distances among DTUs, TcBat, T. cruzi 
marinkellei, and T. dionisii show that TcBat is a well differentiated genetic lineage within T. 
cruzi (Table 2.1), suggesting it may be recognized as an additional DTU within T. cruzi cruzi.  
4. Discussion 
4.1. TcBat, bats, and Chagas disease  
All of the Trypanosoma cruzi cruzi sequences obtained from Panamanian Artibeus 
jamaicensis were found here to belong to the TcBat genotype, suggesting that A. jamaicensis is 
not part of the human Chagas disease cycle in this region. However, this conclusion cannot be 
generalized to bats as a whole, because previous studies have found bats infected by other 
lineages of T. cruzi cruzi, although in low numbers (Yeo et al. 2005; Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 
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2009). Certainly, to fully assess the role of bats in the epidemiology of Chagas Disease, large 
surveys that sample both bats and non-volant mammals (including humans) are required, moving 
forward from surveys restricted to only humans (e.g., Grijalva et al. 2003) or only synanthropic 
terrestrial mammals (e.g., Pinto et al. 2006a). Nonetheless, it is notable that relatively few studies 
have found and genotyped trypanosomes in bats, despite the fact that the biological 
characteristics of bats make them good candidates to be reservoirs of pathogens, e.g., bats are 
long-lived and common mammals with a high capacity for dispersion (Calisher et al. 2006).  
Surveying preserved tissues of bats in museum collections may provide additional findings of 
TcBat and other bat-associated trypanosomes (Pinto et al. 2010).  
4.2. Distribution and potential transmission of TcBat 
TcBat had been previously detected only in the Brazilian states of Mato Grosso do Sul and 
São Paulo (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009); the discovery of the same genotype in Panama, 
suggests that this genotype may be widespread in Latin America. Also, the diversity of bat hosts 
for TcBat seems to be unrelated to their diet or phylogenetic relationships. In Brazil, TcBat has 
been detected in insectivorous bats of the families Vespertilionidae and Noctilionidae (Marcili, 
L. Lima, et al. 2009); while in Panama the hosts are frugivorous bats of the Phyllostomidae 
family. This suggests that TcBat could be a generalist parasite of bats. A possible mechanism 
that keeps transmission restricted to bats could be infection via vectors that show a preference for 
bats (e.g., Cavernicola pilosa); although oral transmission by ingestion of infected triatomine 
bugs is another possibility even in mostly frugivorous bat species (Thomas et al. 2007). Other 
alternatives may include the transmission by little know and mostly sylvatic triatomines of the 
area such as Eratyrus cuspidatus, which also has been reported associated with bats, 
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Panstrongylus geniculatus, P. humeralis, P. rufotuberculatus, Rhodnius pallescens, Belminus 
herreri, Microtriatoma trinidadensis (Lent and Wygodzinsky 1979).   
4.3. Phylogenetic placement of TcBat 
The phylogenetic placement of TcBat, using only the 18S rRNA gene, is ambiguous with low 
supports in both MP and ML (Figure 2.1A, 2.1B). These results differ from a previous analysis 
where TcBat is sister to TcI and moderately supported using MP (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009). 
The differences could be explained by different settings in their analysis which are not explicit in 
the Marcili, Luciana Lima, et al. (2009) paper. While comparing complete with incomplete 
matrices (i.e., A vs B, and C vs. D) there are not differences in the performance of the analyses. 
This is an indication that missing data in a matrix do not have adverse effects on the analyses, by 
the contrary, using incomplete matrices it is possible to analyze short fragments like the 18S 
rRNA sequences of this study. Routinely, phylogeneticists have demonstrated that missing data, 
even in large amounts (i.e., > 90% missing data), do not negatively influence phylogenetic 
analyses (Wiens 2003; Thomson and Shaffer 2010; Wiens and Morrill 2011). Moreover, pruning 
the sequence lengths to obtain short but complete matrices may not be the best option, as keeping 
the entire length of the sequences has been shown to improve phylogenetic signal (Wiens 2006). 
The phylogenetic placement of TcBat should not be considered definitive, as future work using 
multiple genetic markers could provide different hypotheses. Ideally, the best approaches would 
be to sequence multiple genes and analyze them both concatenated (e.g., Flores-López and 
Machado 2011), and independently using species trees methodologies (Edwards 2009).   
4.4. 18S rRNA a useful marker to identify T. cruzi lineages 
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Due to the availability of DNA sequences in public databases as result of phylogenetic 
studies on trypanosomes (e.g., J. R. Stevens et al. 1999; Hamilton et al. 2009), together with the 
relative easiness to obtain new sequences even directly from host tissues, the 18S rRNA gene is 
an ideal candidate as a marker for identification of lineages within Trypanosoma cruzi. However, 
phylogenetic analyses of this gene may be problematic while having only short fragments 
(Figure 2.1A) (Hamilton and Stevens 2011). In this study we demonstrate that accurate 
placements of the samples within lineages is possible even with small fragments (Figure 2.1A), 
and acceptable phylogenetic relationships are obtained while small fragments of the 18S rRNA 
gene are analyzed together with reference taxa having longer sequences of this gene (Figure 
2.1E). While studying lineage assignment within T. cruzi sensu lato this strategy would be well 
served by using the cytb and H2B genes as additional markers. However, while studying 
trypanosomes in a broader phylogenetic scale (e.g., Averis et al. 2009; Hamilton et al. 2009), it 
would be recommendable to analyze the small fragments of the 18S rRNA gene together with 
reference taxa having full length 18S rRNA and gGAPDH genes.    
4.5. Classification of TcBat 
The distinctiveness of TcBat from the traditional DTUs and from T. cruzi marinkellei (Figure 
2.1, Table 2.1) suggests that TcBat should be considered as an additional DTU. This assignation 
will bring uniformity to the intraspecific classification of T. cruzi cruzi by recognizing all major 
groupings as DTUs.  So far, there is information that the markers 18S rRNA, cytb, and H2B are 
useful to characterize TcBat (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009), and additional markers may also 
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Table 2.1. Mean genetic distances of the 18S rRNA gene, TrN+G model, among Trypanosoma 
dionisii, T. cruzi marinkellei, T. cruzi DTUs, and TcBat, (below the diagonal), and their standard 
error estimates (above the diagonal).   
  T. dionisii T. c. mari. TcI TcII TcBat TcIV TcIII 
T. dionisii 0.010 0.010 0.010 0.011 0.010 0.011 
T. c. mari. 0.055 0.005 0.004 0.005 0.004 0.005 
TcI 0.058 0.018 0.005 0.005 0.003 0.004 
TcII 0.059 0.014 0.020 0.005 0.004 0.005 
TcBat 0.063 0.017 0.020 0.020 0.003 0.004 
TcIV 0.058 0.012 0.007 0.012 0.007 0.002 








Figure 2.1. Phylogenies depicting relationships among lineages of Trypanosoma cruzi. Names of 
the lineages follow the current nomenclature of T. cruzi lineages: TcI – TcVI (Zingales et al., 
2009). Bootstrap support values are presented in the following order: MP/MP, except in A and B, 
where there are unique values according to the analysis performed. A) MP -Strict consensus- 
(left), ML -TN93+G, G = 0.0150- (right) trees of a matrix of 809bp of the 18S rRNA gene -
matrix A-.  B) MP -Strict consensus- (left), ML -TN93+G, G = 0.0150- (right) trees of a matrix 
of 2,275bp with missing data of the 18S rRNA gene -matrix B-.  C) ML -HKY+G, G = 0.2040, 
ti/tv = 2.8509- tree of 18S rRNA, cytb, H2B genes, 1,785bp -matrix C-.  D) ML -HKY+G, G = 
0.1900, ti/tv = 2.3291- tree of 18S rRNA, cytb, H2B genes, 3,246bp -matrix D-. E) ML -
TN93+G, G = 0.1390- tree of 18S rRNA, cytb, H2B genes, 3,246bp -matrix E-, terminal labels 
contain the following information: sample code / host / 18S rRNA NCBI accession number / cytb 
















Bats, trypanosomes, and triatomines in Ecuador: new insights into the diversity, 
transmission, and origins of Trypanosoma cruzi and Chagas disease 
 
Abstract  
The generalist parasite Trypanosoma cruzi has two phylogenetic lineages associated almost 
exclusively with bats —T. cruzi Tcbat and the subspecies T. c. marinkellei. We present new 
information on the genetic variation, geographic distribution, host associations, and potential 
vectors of these lineages. We conducted field surveys of bats and triatomines in southern 
Ecuador, a country endemic for Chagas disease, and screened for trypanosomes by microscopy 
and PCR. We identified parasites at species and genotype levels through phylogenetic 
approaches based on 18S ribosomal RNA (18S rRNA) and cytochrome b (cytb) genes, and 
conducted a comparison of nucleotide diversity of the cytb gene. We provide new information on 
the genetic variation, geographic distribution, host associations, and potential vectors of bat 
lineages of T. cruzi. We documented T. cruzi Tcbat and T. c. marinkellei infecting new bats 
species in Ecuador. In addition, we found the triatomines Cavernicola pilosa and Triatoma 
dispar sharing shelters with bats. The comparisons of nucleotide diversity revealed a higher 
diversity for T. c. marinkellei than any of the T. c. cruzi genotypes associated with Chagas 
disease. We documented for the first time T. cruzi Tcbat and T. c. marinkellei in Ecuador, 
expanding their distribution in South America to the western side of the Andes. Findings from 
this study increased both the number of host species and known geographical ranges of both 
parasites and suggest potential vectors for these two trypanosomes associated with bats in rural 
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areas of southern Ecuador. The higher nucleotide diversity of T. c. marinkellei supports a long 
evolutionary relationship between T. cruzi and bats, implying that bats are the original hosts of 
this important parasite.    
Introduction 
The protozoan parasite Trypanosoma cruzi (order Kinetoplastida) causes Chagas disease, one of 
the main tropical diseases in the Americas (Rassi Jr et al. 2010). The intraspecific genetic 
variation of this species is complex, and several attempts have been made to establish main 
intraspecific lineages. Currently, T. cruzi is divided in two subspecies: T. c. cruzi and T. c. 
marinkellei (Baker et al. 1978), and even further, T. c. cruzi is divided in seven discrete typing 
units (DTUs) (i.e., TcI-TcVI and Tcbat) (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009; Pinto et al. 2012; Zingales 
et al. 2012). Moreover, new efforts have observed pronounced structuring within some DTUs 
(e.g., (Llewellyn, Lewis, et al. 2009; Llewellyn, Miles, et al. 2009; Marcili, Luciana Lima, et al. 
2009; Guhl and Ramírez 2011; Ramírez et al. 2011)). However, among these subdivisions of T. 
cruzi, those lineages associated almost exclusively with bats (i.e., Tcbat and T. c. marinkellei) are 
arguably the most enigmatic for their biology and scant documentation.  
T. c. marinkellei is restricted to bats, does not infect permanently laboratory mice, and is thought 
to be exclusively transmitted by triatomines of the genus Cavernicola (Marinkelle 1976; 
Marinkelle 1982). Nevertheless, the high prevalence and wide distribution of this trypanosome 
suggest the participation of other vectors (Cavazzana et al. 2010). In contrast, Tcbat like all T. c. 
cruzi lineages proved to be infective for mice (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009). In addition, Tcbat 
was recently found in a Colombian child and in pre-Columbian mummies of the cultures Cabuza 
and Camarones in Chile (Ramírez et al. 2013; Guhl et al.). Tcbat is unable to develop in T. 
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infestans and R. prolixus (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009), and although its vectors remain to be 
discovered, the occurrence of this genotype in Brazil, Panamá, and Colombia suggests that it can 
be transmitted by diverse vector species.  
Here we provide information on the genetic variation, geographic distribution, host associations, 
and potential vectors of bat lineages of T. cruzi. We analyze the nucleotide diversity of the T. 
cruzi lineages, and discuss its implications for the origins of T. cruzi and Chagas disease.  
Methods 
Field surveys of bats and triatomines in Ecuador 
A total of 74 bats were caught during January 2007 and July 2012 using a butterfly net at roosts 
inside human constructions or by mist netting forest patches in the following rural communities: 
Bellamaría Chica, Bellamaría, Chaquizhca and Chinguilamaca in Loja province, and Rancho 
Alegre in Zamora Chinchipe province. Additionally, at the Chinguilamaca and Rancho Alegre 
locations, opportunistic triatomine insect searches within the bat roosts were performed 
manually.  Taxonomic identification of bats and triatomines was conducted by morphological 
examination following (Albuja 1999) and (Lent and Wygodzinsky 1979), respectively.   
Captured bats were euthanized; samples of blood, liver, heart, and muscle tissues were collected, 
and from the animals captured in 2012, blood smears and trypanosome cultures were also 
prepared. A blood aliquot of 150µl was inoculated in biphasic NNN culture and the growth of 
parasites was tracked weekly by microscopy during the first month, and then again at three and 
six months after initial inoculation. Positive samples containing Trypanosoma-like parasites were 
grown until counts reached more than 100 parasites per field and were then transferred to Liver 
Infusion Tryptose (LIT) for further growth.  
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 Detection of trypanosomes 
Direct microscopic detection of trypanosomes was performed on the animals captured on 2012. 
DNA was extracted from samples of blood, liver, muscle, or positive cultures with the DNeasy 
kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA) following manufacturer´s protocol. Samples were PCR amplified 
with the primer sets S35/S36 and 121/122 to detect infections with T. cruzi and T. rangeli, 
respectively (Sturm et al. 1989; Wincker et al. 1994; Vallejo et al. 1999). Products were 
visualized on 2% agarose gels. No triatomines were analyzed because of problems with 
extracting DNA from improperly preserved specimens. 
Phylogenetic identification of trypanosome lineages 
We sequenced fragments of the 18S rRNA and cytb genes of Trypanosoma from a subset of 
eight positive animals from the localities that yielded positive results, not all the positive samples 
were sequenced because animals were collected in groups and most likely share the same 
parasite genotypes. To amplify the 18S rRNA we followed a nested PCR protocol (Noyes et al. 
1999) with the following modifications: the initial PCR amplification was conducted with 
primers SSU4F (Noyes et al. 1999) and the newly designed 18Sq1R 
(CCACCGACCAAAAGCGGCCA); both nested PCR amplifications were run with a 
touchdown PCR profile (Murphy and O’Brien 2007). The cytb gene was amplified following 
available guidelines (Barnabe et al. 2003).  After cleaning the PCR product with ExoSAP-IT 
(Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA), we did sequencing reactions for both ends with the ABI BigDye 
chemistry (Applied Biosystems, Inc., Foster City, CA), and sequenced the fragments on an ABI 
3730xl DNA Analyzer automatic sequencer (Applied Biosystems, Inc., Foster City, CA). 
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We built a matrix for each gene with sequences of previous studies of bat lineages of T. 
cruzi (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009; García et al. 2012; Pinto et al. 2012; Marcili et al. 2013) and 
also used sequences of T. dionisii and T. erneyi as outgroups (Lima et al. 2012) (Appendix 3.1: 
GenBank accession numbers). We assembled each gene fragment with the Geneious Alignment 
tool in Geneious v. 6.1.8 (Biomatters 2014), and the alignments were checked and corrected 
manually. The 18S rRNA and cytb alignments were cropped at 863 bp (99 sequences) and 516 
bp (72 sequences) respectively, and both markers were concatenated using SequenceMatrix v. 
1.78 (Vaidya et al. 2011) resulting in a matrix of 141 terminals. A maximum likelihood search 
was conducted in RAxML v. 8 (Stamatakis 2014) using the GTR-CAT approximation, which is a 
rapid algorithm for ML analyses that resembles the GTR-Γ model, but it is optimized for faster 
performance (Stamatakis 2006). Nodal support was estimated by 1,000 bootstrap 
pseudoreplicates. In addition, we built a network genealogy for the 18S rRNA gene with the 
program SplitsTree v. 4.11.3 using the NeighborNet method (Huson and Bryant 2006). Internode 
supports were estimated by performing 100 bootstrap replicates using the same parameters 
optimized for network inferences. 
 Comparisons of nucleotide diversity among T. cruzi lineages 
For the cytb gene we built a 100% complete alignment of a 490 bp fragment of the cytb gene 
including  362 sequences of T. cruzi available in GenBank, our newly generated sequences, and 
T. dionisii as the outgroup. We aligned the sequences using MUSCLE plug-in in Geneious. We 
started a maximum likelihood run in RAxML and interrupted it after obtaining the reduced 
matrix that contains only one sequence per unique haplotype. Following this, we ran to 
completion the analysis with the GTR-CAT approximation on the reduced matrix.  
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We calculated the nucleotide diversity (π) of each T. cruzi subdivision on the cytb tree (i.e., TcI, 
TcII, TcIII-TcVI, Tcbat, and the subspecies T. c. marinkellei). In Mega v. 6 (Tamura et al. 2013) 
we used the option “compute mean diversity in entire population”, which calculates a nucleotide 
diversity index that is independent of sample size (equation 12.73 in (Nei and Kumar 2000)). 
Standard errors were estimated by 1,000 bootstrap replicates. The 18S rRNA fragment was not 
used for these calculations because of indels within the alignment, which are removed from the 
calculations producing severe underestimations of nucleotide diversity.  
Results 
Detection of trypanosomes  
Of the 74 bats examined, 27 (36.5%) were positive for T. cruzi, and only one was positive for T. 
rangeli. The species with the highest infection rate was Artibeus fraterculus (90.1%), while 
Myotis sp. was negative in all localities, and Glossophaga soricina was positive in one locality 
(Table 3.1). All positive bats were negative by direct microscopy, and trypanosomes were 
detected only by PCR.  
Phylogenetic identification of trypanosome lineages 
Sequences of the 18S rRNA and cytb genes were obtained from seven out of the eight positive 
samples; for one sample (TK 151852), only the 18S rRNA fragment was successfully acquired. 
Within the fast maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree generated, six sequenced samples 
clustered within the subspecies T. c. marinkellei, and two clustered within the DTU Tcbat 
(Figure 3.1).  In the tree, all main T. cruzi divisions are strongly supported (> 75% bootstrap), 
with the exception of T. c. marinkellei, which has a support of 66% bootstrap. All T. cruzi DTUs 
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form a clade sister to T. c. marinkellei, and Tcbat is recovered as a sister to TcI. Also, two 
weakly supported subdivisions are present within T. c. marinkellei (Figure 3.1). The network 
genealogy of the 18S rRNA gene resulted in distinctive clusters for each genetic lineage (Figure 
3.2).       
Comparisons of nucleotide diversity among T. cruzi lineages 
The phylogenetic analysis of the cytb gene revealed five mitochondrial lineages within T. cruzi 
sensu lato, differing from the traditional DTU classification by clustering in a single clade the 
DTUs TcIII, TcIV, TcV, and TcVI (Figure 3.3A). Among the mitochondrial lineages, T. c. 
marinkellei shows the largest nucleotide diversity in the cytb gene, followed in descending order 
by TcI, TcIII-TcVI, Tcbat, and TcII (Figure 3.3B).   The nucleotide diversity within the T. c. 
marinkellei is 2.6 times larger than in TcI (0.042 vs. 0.017), and Tcbat nucleotide diversity 
(0.012) is comparable with the diversity of the pooled DTUs TcIII-TcVI (0.015) (Figure 3.3).  
Findings of triatomines associated with bats   
Triatomine bugs were found in two bat roosting sites.  One live adult of Cavernicola pilosa 
associated with Myotis sp. was found inside the walls of a two story cinderblock house in Barrio 
Rancho Alegre, close to the town of Zamora, Zamora Chinchipe Province (WGS84, 
78.86497°W, 03.98589°S; 885 m) (Figure 3.4).  One live adult of Triatoma dispar was found 
associated with Molossus molossus and Myotis sp. in the window crevice of an adobe barn that is 
used to raise chickens. One of the M. molossus was positive for T. c. marinkellei.  This barn is 
close to a two story house located in Chinguilamaca, Loja Province (WGS84, 79.32769°W, 




Nucleotide diversity of T. cruzi and the origins of Chagas disease 
The large genetic diversity for the bat lineages of T. cruzi sensu lato (i.e., Tcbat and T. c. 
marinkellei), together with the phylogenetic pattern of bat-exclusive species basal to T. cruzi 
(e.g., T. dionisii, T. erneyii), strongly suggest a long evolutionary history between these parasites 
and bats; a history that is longer and more complex than with any other group of T. cruzi 
reservoir hosts (e.g., didelphid marsupials). This may indicate that bats are the original reservoir 
hosts of T. cruzi, as it has been suggested in the bat-seeding hypothesis (Hamilton, Teixeira, et 
al. 2012; Lima et al. 2013). Similar rationale has been implemented in deciphering the origins of 
the malaria parasite Plasmodium falciparum in non-human African apes, where higher 
nucleotide diversity in chimpanzees than in humans (Rich et al. 2009), and human parasites 
nested within gorilla lineages (W. Liu et al. 2010) have been observed.  
Trypanosoma cruzi seem to have switched from bats to non-volant mammals more than 
three million years ago (Flores-López and Machado 2011), with humans among the most recent 
hosts of this parasite, since the peopling of the Americas occurred less than 15 thousand years 
ago (Goebel et al. 2008). Thus, the origins of Chagas disease can be explained in two series of 
host switching events. First, a single host switch likely occurred from bats to non-volant 
mammals; this should have been facilitated by generalist triatomines able to interact with bats 
and non-volant mammals, such as some Panstrongylus and Triatoma species (Lent and 
Wygodzinsky 1979). Second, several host switches of T. cruzi from bats and wild, non-volant 
mammals to humans are required to explain the diversity of lineages circulating in human 
populations, since all DTUs have diverged earlier than the arrival of humans to the Americas 
(Flores-López and Machado 2011). These host switches to humans could have occurred directly 
from wild triatomine populations during the human colonization of the Americas, since the 
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domestication process of triatomines  occurred several times and likely over extensive periods of 
time (Schofield et al. 1999).  
Phylogenetic identification, biogeography, and host associations of bat trypanosome 
lineages 
The topology of our phylogenetic trees (Figure 3.1) mirrors the consensus topology 
obtained in more robust analyses with several genetic markers (Flores-López and Machado 
2011), which validates the use of this fast maximum likelihood approach using RAxML for 
lineage identification of T. cruzi samples. The most problematic support values on our tree are 
the T. c. marinkellei branches. Those values could be low because few terminals have sequences 
for both genes. These bootstrap support values become higher when only the cytb sequences, 
without missing data, are analyzed alone (Figure 3.3A), but we prefer to analyze both genes 
simultaneously to be able to identify terminals that have sequences for only one marker (Pinto et 
al. 2012).      
 The findings of Tcbat and T. c. marinkellei in southern Ecuador greatly extend the known 
distribution of these lineages. Tcbat has been previously known from few localities in Brazil, 
Colombia and Panamá (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009; Pinto et al. 2012; Ramírez et al. 2013; 
Ramírez et al.); T. c. marinkellei has been reported in Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Panamá, and 
Venezuela (e.g., (Baker et al. 1978; Cottontail et al. 2009; Cavazzana et al. 2010; García et al. 
2012; Marcili et al. 2013)). Most of these records are from South America, east of the Andes, 
thus these Ecuadorian records from west of the Andes, could prove useful to track the 
biogeographic history and dispersal patterns of these trypanosomes.  Nonetheless, it is surprising 
that in surveys of bat trypanosomes in Venezuela and Bolivia, Tcbat has not been detected 
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(García et al. 2012; Silva-Iturriza et al. 2013), suggesting that this lineage may have a wide but 
patchy distribution, with locally high prevalences.   
 Previously, Tcbat has been reported in association with nine bat species that are either 
frugivorous or insectivorous and belong to the families Emballonuridae, Noctilionidae, 
Phyllostomidae, and Vespertilionidae (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009; Pinto et al. 2012; Ramírez et 
al.). Our findings of Tcbat in the phyllostomid Glossophaga soricina, a mostly nectar feeding 
bat, increase the breadth of dietary guilds of hosts and reaffirm the host-generalist condition 
among bats of this T. cruzi lineage. On the other hand, T. c. marinkellei has been detected in at 
least 11 species of only phyllostomid bats (Baker et al. 1978; Cottontail et al. 2009; Cavazzana et 
al. 2010; García et al. 2012; Marcili et al. 2013). The positive animals reported here add new 
host species—A. fraterculus and M. molossus—and a host family—Molossidae—to T. c. 
marinkellei.  
In addition, Triatoma dispar could be a second potential vector of T. c. marinkellei, since 
the trapped individual was found in the roosting site were M. molossus was captured. Previously, 
only C. pilosa was thought to be a vector of T. c. marinkellei following the observations of 
(Marinkelle 1982). The paucity in triatomine searches in bat roosts may be responsible for the 
lack of information on vectors of the bat lineages of T. cruzi.  There are several sylvatic species 
of triatomines, some already reported in association with bats (e.g., Eratyrus cuspidatus, E. 
mucronatus, Triatoma rubida, Panstrongylus geniculatus) (Lent and Wygodzinsky 1979), but 
new surveys are required to try to isolate trypanosomes from these triatomines and their bat 
hosts.   
Detection of trypanosomes 
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Not surprisingly, PCR detection was more sensitive than direct microscopy (Kirchhoff et 
al. 1996). PCR detection is highly encouraged to detect trypanosomes from preserved tissues and 
in degraded difficult samples (e.g., (Guhl et al. 1997; Wyatt et al. 2008; Pinto et al. 2010)). 
Although, the assays with primers S35/S36 and 121/122 work generally well, we recommend the 
amplification and further sequencing of a fragment of the 18S rRNA gene (see materials and 
methods), because the amplification bands are clearer, and other trypanosomes species could be 
detected (Noyes et al. 1999). 
The global T. cruzi prevalence of 36.5% in bats with 90.1% prevalence in Artibeus 
fraterculus is unusually high. Previous T. cruzi surveys in similar environments in Ecuador 
detected lower prevalences in non-volant mammals (Pinto et al. 2003; Pinto et al. 2006a), 
indicating that  transmission cycles involving bats could be more active than those in rodents and 
marsupials in this region. Some life-history traits make bats ideal long-term reservoir hosts of 
pathogens: bats are long lived animals, able to use different shelters, and can live in large 
aggregations that might attract vectors or facilitate transmission (Calisher et al. 2006). In 
particular, A. fraterculus in Loja province are resilient to human disruption of the environment, 
live in large aggregations, and use man-made structures as roosts (Pinto et al. 2013). Further 
studies are required to determine the ecological variables (i.e., triatomine vectors) associated 
with the high prevalence of T. cruzi in bats.  
Findings of triatomines associated with bats   
The triatomines associated with bats reported herein increase the number of the species 
previously considered to be restricted to sylvatic environments but which now are also known to 
occur in human environments.  Previously, Cavernicola pilosa and Triatoma dispar had been 
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found only in sylvatic conditions and associated with wild mammals (Lent and Wygodzinsky 
1979; Oliveira et al. 2008), with exception of one report of a C. pilosa on a house roof (Gomes 
and Pereira 1977). C. pilosa has been reported in roost sites of at least nine bat species within 
five families (Lent and Wygodzinsky 1979; Oliveira et al. 2008).  Triatoma dispar has only been 
reported associated with the sloth Choloepus hoffmanni (Lent and Wygodzinsky 1979; Barreto 
and Barreto 1984). Our findings are the first records of C. pilosa and T. dispar associated with 
vespertilionid bats (Myotis sp.), and T. dispar associated to a molossid bat (Molossus molossus). 
The findings of C. pilosa and T. dispar within human constructions may be attributed as 
accidental colonization, because of our failure to find established colonies with eggs and 
nymphs. Nonetheless, bats roost in deep cracks in the walls and roofs, making the collecting 
process difficult, and therefore bat roosts may be systematically overlooked in triatomine surveys 
inside houses. Despite recent intensive triatomine surveys in Ecuador, this is the first report of T. 
dispar in Loja province (Abad-Franch et al. 2001; Grijalva et al. 2005; Grijalva et al. 2012). The 
association of C. pilosa and T. dispar with bats roosting in human constructions is remarkable as 
it may have human health implications.  Tcbat has been reported in bats, and recently in 
association with humans (Ramírez et al. 2013; Guhl et al.). Potentially, triatomines associated 
with bats might opportunistically feed on and be able to transmit trypanosomes to humans. The 
triatomines reported in this study were collected in constructions with characteristics associated 
with risk factors for T. cruzi infections (Figure 3.1); living in houses with adobe walls in Loja 
province or houses with open and mixed walls in the Ecuadorian Amazon have been identified as 




The high nucleotide diversity of T. c. marinkellei supports a long evolutionary relationship 
between T. cruzi and bats, implying that bats are the original hosts of this important parasite. 
Tcbat and T. c. marinkellei are for the first time recorded in Ecuador, expanding their distribution 
in South America to the western side of the Andes, demonstrating that both lineages are widely 
distributed in South America. Also, we suggest potential vectors for these two genetic lineages of 
trypanosomes associated with bats in rural areas of southern Ecuador. 
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Table 3.1. Results of PCR screenings for Trypanosoma cruzi and Trypanosoma rangeli.  
Bat species Locality Bats examined T. cruzi T. rangeli 
Artibeus fraterculus 
Bella Maria Chica, 
Loja 22 20 (90.1%) 0 
Desmodus rotundus Bella Maria, Loja 7 3 (42.9%) 1 (14.3%) 
Glossophaga 
soricina  
Bella Maria, Loja 5 0 0 
Chaquizhca, Loja 12 3 (25%) 0 
Molossus molossus Chinguilamaca, Loja 4 1 (25%) 0 
Myotis sp. 
Chinguilamaca, Loja 17 0 0 
Rancho Alegre, 
Zamora 7 0 0 







Figure 3.1. Phylogenetic identification of Trypanosoma cruzi lineages retrieved from 
Ecuadorian bats. Maximum likelihood tree of a concatenated matrix of 18S rRNA and cytb 
gene fragments depicting relationships among non-hybrid lineages of Trypanosoma cruzi. 
Numbers on branches are bootstrap supporting values. Stars indicate placement of Ecuadorian 




Figure 3.2. Network genealogy using partial 18S rRNA gene sequences from 8 new 
trypanosomes characterised in this study (in bold) plus 70 other sequences from all DTUs (TcI-
TcVI and Tcbat) of T. cruzi and 22 sequences from T. c. marinkellei. Network constructed with 
the NeighbourNet algorithm excluding all conserved sites and with uncorrected p-distance. 
Numbers in nodes correspond to bootstrap support values using the same parameter optimized 












Figure 3.3. Mitochondrial diversity of Trypanosoma cruzi. A) Maximum likelihood tree of a 
fragment of the cytb gene of Trypanosoma cruzi and T. dionisii as outgroup, representing 60 
haplotypes from 362 sequences. The parentheses at the tip labels contain the number of identical 
sequences per each haplotype, and in the TcIII-TcVI group the DTU identity for each haplotype 
is indicated.  Numbers on branches correspond to bootstrap support values. Stars indicate the 
haplotypes found in Ecuador.  B) Nucleotide diversity (π) of mitochondrial lineages of 
Trypanosoma cruzi calculated for the haplotypes of the cytb gene. The subspecies T. c. 
marinkellei shows larger nucleotide diversity than the other examined lineages. Whiskers in each 







Figure 3.4. Constructions in Ecuador where Cavernicola pilosa and Triatoma dispar were 
found in association with bats. A. House with cinderblock walls at Rancho Alegre, Zamora 
Chinchipe where C. pilosa (inset) was inhabiting a roost of Myotis sp. B. Adobe barn in 
Chinguilamaca, Loja where T. dispar (inset) was found associated with Molossus molossus and 




















High local diversity of Trypanosoma in a common bat species, and implications for the 
biogeography and taxonomy of the T. cruzi clade 
 
Abstract 
The Trypanosoma cruzi clade is a group of parasites that comprises T. cruzi sensu lato and its 
closest relatives. Although several species have been confirmed phylogenetically to belong to 
this clade, it is uncertain how many more species can be expected to belong into this group. 
Here, we present the results of a survey of trypanosome parasites of the bat Artibeus jamaicensis 
from the Panamá Canal Zone, an important seed disperser. Using a genealogical species 
delimitation approach, the Poisson tree processes (PTP), we tentatively identified five species of 
trypanosomes—all belonging to the T. cruzi clade. A small monophyletic group of three 
Trypanosoma species places at the base of the clade phylogeny, providing evidence for at least 
five independent colonization events of these parasites into the New World. Artibeus jamaicensis 
presents a high diversity of these blood parasites and is the vertebrate with the highest number of 
trypanosome species reported from a single locality. Our results emphasize the need for 
continued efforts to survey mammalian trypanosomes.  
 
Introduction 
How to separate one species from the other—species delimitation—is a central problem in 
organismal biology, and the complexity of the argument increases when dealing with potentially 
cryptic species. Usually, species delimitation relies on morphological characters and in similarity 
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of DNA sequences, and often the chosen criteria can be arbitrary and misleading. This is 
particularly true for eukaryotic microbes where morphologies could be conserved and where 
distinctive characters are scarce or at least not easy to obtain (Boenigk et al. 2012). Novel 
approaches that are based exclusively in gene genealogies, such as coalescent species 
delimitation may offer an alternative to this long-standing problem (Yang and Rannala 2010). 
Recently, Poisson tree processes (PTP), a new model for coalescent species delimitation has 
been proposed (J. Zhang et al. 2013). Here we are interested in using PTP to explore the diversity 
of trypanosome parasites in a common Neotropical bat species, Artibeus jamaicensis.  
 
Trypanosomes are protozoan blood parasites that use all classes of vertebrates as reservoir hosts, 
and certain blood-feeding invertebrates (e.g., cimicid bugs, leeches, triatomine bugs, tsetse flies) 
as vectors (Hamilton et al. 2007). One of the best known trypanosome species is Trypanosoma 
cruzi, which causes Chagas disease.  This species has several close relatives that together form a 
monophyletic group known as the T. cruzi clade (J. R. Stevens et al. 1999; Hamilton et al. 2009). 
Despite recent progress (Hamilton et al. 2009; Lima et al. 2012; Lima et al. 2013), the 
evolutionary history, including the overall diversity and biogeographic patterns of this clade are 
far from understood. Several species have been confirmed phylogenetically to belong to this 
clade, but it is uncertain how many more can be expected within this group. Because of this 
uncertainty, biogeographic inferences regarding the origin of the clade and posterior dispersal 
events may be inaccurate.   
 
Here we explore the diversity of trypanosome parasites in Artibeus jamaicensis from the Panama 
Canal Zone. Using PTP, a fast coalescent species delimitation approach, we recovered 5 different 
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species of trypanosomes, all belonging to the T. cruzi clade (Hamilton et al. 2009; Lima et al. 
2013). We discuss the impact of these findings on the biogeography and taxonomy of this 
important clade of parasites of mammals.  
Materials and Methods 
Ethics Statement 
Permits for field research and exporting of samples were granted to VMC by the Panamanian 
Autoridad Nacional del Ambiente (# SEX/A-145-05). Manipulation of bats and procedures of 
Data collection followed a protocol of the Institutional Animal Care & Use Committee (IACUC) 
of the Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute (STRI).  
 
Collection of bat trypanosomes and genetic data 
During field work conducted in 2005, we collected blood samples of 216 Artibeus jamaicensis in 
the Panamá Canal Zone, Panamá (Cottontail et al. 2009). We extracted DNA, performed nested 
PCRs to screen for trypansomes and, for positive bats, we sequenced a fragment of the 18S 
ribosomal RNA gene (Noyes et al. 1999). We obtained a total of 81 sequences, trimmed to 543 
bp after alignment. Detailed protocols, microscopy results, correlations with habitat 
fragmentation, and the finding of TcBat have been published previously (Cottontail et al. 2009; 
Pinto et al. 2012).    
Sequences and alignment 
We built two alignments, one for the 18S rRNA gene that included our generated sequences 
together with the data used in the most comprehensive study to date of the T. cruzi clade (Lima 
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et al. 2013), and another only with published sequences of the gGAPDH gene (Lima et al. 2013). 
We constructed alignments using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) within Geneious v. 6.1.8 (Biomatters 
2014), and manually edited obvious misplacements. GenBank accession numbers and codes of 
the samples used are presented in Appendix 4.1. 
Phylogenetic analysis 
We concatenated both gene alignments with SequenceMatrix v. 1.7.9 (Vaidya et al. 2011). For 
this concatenated matrix we selected the best model and partition scheme using Partition Finder 
1.1.1 (Lanfear et al. 2012). We divided the data into four data blocks, one for the 18S rRNA 
gene, and three for the gGAPDH gene—one for each codon position. We chose the model 
following the Bayesian information criteria scores, which suggested grouping all blocks under a 
single partition with the model GTR+I+G We ran Bayesian and maximum likelihood analyses in 
MrBayes v. 3.1.2 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) and RAxML v. 8.0.12 (Stamatakis 2014), 
respectively. We set the Bayesian analysis with two independent runs with 1 cold and 3 heated 
chains, for 10 million generations, sampling the chains every 100 generations. The analysis was 
allowed to run until reaching stationarity (stopval set at 0.01) and confirmed by MrBayes’ 
potential scale reduction factor values close to 1.00. At the end of the run, 10% of the generated 
trees were discarded as burn in. For the maximum likelihood analysis, we used the option 
GTRCATI, which implements the CAT approximation—an optimization of the parameter 
Gamma—but the final tree was evaluated with the traditional GTR+I+ model. We estimated 
nodal support with posterior probabilities for the Bayesian analysis and with 1,000 bootstrap 




We used the Poisson tree processes (PTP) model for species delimitation (J. Zhang et al. 2013) to 
infer the most likely species numbers in our Panama data and the entire T. cruzi clade. PTP is an 
operational criterion of a gene coalescent view of the phylogenetic species concept (Baum and 
Shaw 1995). The PTP method outperforms the commonly used GMYC model (Pons et al. 2006), 
possibly because PTP models the speciation rate directly from the number of substitutions in a 
non-ultrametric phylogeny, while GMYC uses time from an ultrametric tree, which is a 
computationally expensive and error-prone practice (J. Zhang et al. 2013).  
We ran a PTP species delimitation analysis in the bPTP web server (J. Zhang et al. 2013). As 
input, we used a maximum likelihood phylogeny of the concatenated dataset, estimated as above 
but with a reduced number of terminals (n= 28), because PTP tends to overestimate the number 
of recognized species when there is uneven sampling of individuals per species (J. Zhang et al. 
2013). In our matrix most of our terminals belonged to T. cruzi (Figure 4.1), so first, we removed 
all identical sequences and later we pruned additional members of T. cruzi that showed little 
variation in our dataset—mostly belonging to Tcbat and T. cruzi marinkellei. We ran the PTP 
analysis for 200,000 MCMC generations, with a thinning value of 100, a burn-in of 25%, and 
opted for removing the outgroup to improve species delimitation. We visually confirmed the 
convergence of the MCMC chain as recommended (J. Zhang et al. 2013).     
Mapping of New World invasions 
Following previously published geographic records (Hamilton et al. 2007; Hamilton et al. 2009; 
Hamilton, Cruickshank, et al. 2012; Lima et al. 2013), we determined the number of invasions of 
members of the T. cruzi clade to the New World by identifying the branches containing species 





The topology of both the Bayesian and maximum likelihood trees largely agree, except with the 
placement of the most basal species of the T. cruzi clade, which was either Trypanosoma 
livingstonei, the monophyletic group consisting of three lineages of Panamanian bat parasites, or 
the group formed by the two Australian trypanosomes (Figure 4.1). This is reflected in the low 
bootstrap support values and Bayesian posterior probabilities at the base of the tree, while the 
support values at other branches of the tree are high for most part.  
Species delimitation  
The PTP model identified a total of five species of Trypanosoma in the samples of Artibeus 
jamaicensis from Panamá (Figure 4.2). Three of these species clustered together forming a 
monophyletic group positioned in the periphery of the T. cruzi clade and the other two were 
identified as T. cruzi and Trypanosoma rangeli. Including the species detected in Panamá, the 
PTP model detected 18 species as members of the T. cruzi clade.  Both, T. cruzi cruzi and T. 
cruzi marinkellei were recognized as a single species and the PTP model also recognized at least 
three species within what is known as T. rangeli and two species within Trypanosoma dionisii 
(Figure 4.2). 
T. cruzi clade invasions to the New World  
We recognize a total of five independent invasions to the New World (Figure 4.3). Two 
invasions correspond to species with multiple-continent distributions: T. dionisii, and T.  
conorhini.  Two other invasions produced small radiations of three species each: the basal group 
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of Panamian samples and the group of species assigned to T. rangeli. Another invasion gave rise 
to T. cruzi and all of its subspecific lineages.     
 
Discussion 
Our finding of five trypanosome species in a single bat host species from a small geographic area 
is remarkable for the implications that it has for understanding the diversity, evolution, and 
biogeographic origins of mammalian Trypanosoma in the New World.  
Diversity 
Artibeus jamaicensis is a common bat species in the Neotropical forests, and it is considered a 
key species for its ecological services as a seed disperser (Morrison 1978). Here we demonstrate 
that A. jamaicensis carries the largest number of trypanosome species reported for a vertebrate 
host in a single locality; no other vertebrate species has been found to carry a higher number of 
trypanosome species at one particular geographic area (Hoare 1972; Bardsley and Harmsen 
1973; Lima et al. 2013; Ramírez et al.; Thompson et al.). Potentially, this high diversity of 
parasites in this host species is driven by several factors. Artibeus jamaicensis is the most 
common bat species in the area (Gardner et al. 1991), and Barro Colorado has a high diversity of 
triatomine insect vectors (e.g., Panstrongylus geniculatus, Panstrongylus rufotuberculatus, 
Rhodnius pallescens, Microtriatoma trinidadensis), which have been found in association with 
bats at other localities (Lent and Wygodzinsky 1979). In addition, the location of Barro Colorado 
relatively close to the equator may suggest that trypanosome parasites—at least of bats—could 
follow the general latitudinal gradient of diversity, where higher numbers of species are recorded 
near the equator and the numbers decrease towards the poles (Willig et al. 2003). Both bats and 
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their bat flies also show this latitudinal diversity gradient (Stevens 2004; Dick and Patterson 
2006) 
Other than the biotic drivers reported above, undoubtedly the detection and analytical methods 
that we employed also played a role in finding a high number of trypanosome species. First, 
detection of trypanosomes by PCR is more sensitive than detection by microscopy alone 
(Kirchhoff et al. 1996). Also, DNA sequencing and phylogenetic analyses with comparative 
sequences allow more reliable identification of species than morphological characters or the 
“one-host-one-species paradigm” (Votýpka et al. 2002). Moreover, species delimitation models 
are efficient and theoretically sound, and become a good alternative given the intrinsic 
subjectivity in delimiting species using genetic distances or arbitrary morphological groupings 
(Carstens et al. 2013).  
Taxonomy 
Our results indicate that the T. cruzi clade has more species than previously reported, especially 
in the New World, and this high diversity warrants further surveys and taxonomic study. More 
genetic sampling of taxa will help to resolve new and outstanding taxonomic issues within this 
clade. It seems that the most pervasive problems are the high number of species names available 
(Hoare 1972) and the lack of genetic data corresponding to several of these names. For instance, 
the Panamanian species 1, 2, and 3 form a monophyletic clade, which indicates that their 
morphologies may be very similar. It's possible that some of these lineages could be synonymous 
with Trypanosoma  leonidasdeanei or Trypanosoma  pessoai (Zeledón and Rosabal 1969) from 
Costa Rican bats. Moreover, it is possible that the strain called Z or “T. c. marinkellei III ?” 
(Barnabe et al. 2003)—a trypanosome highly divergent from T. cruzi marinkellei in 
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electrophoretic patterns and nucleotide sequences (Baker et al. 1978; Barnabe et al. 2003)—
could belong to one of our Panamanian species. Unfortunately, there are not publically available 
DNA sequences of this lineage.   
A particularly interesting taxonomic issue is the case of T. rangeli, a parasite also found in 
humans, which we show is actually composed from at least 3 different species (Figure 4.2). In 
the last two decades, the taxonomy of T. rangeli has been reviewed using molecular methods 
and, because shallow divergences were reported, Trypanosoma  leeuwenhoeki, Trypanosoma  
legeri, Trypanosoma minasense, Trypanosoma  preguici, and Trypanosoma  saimiri were all 
recommend to be treated as junior synonyms of T. rangeli (J. R Stevens et al. 1999; Maia Da 
Silva et al. 2004). The shallow divergences reported within T. rangeli in these previous studies 
probably were the result of the removal of all columns of the alignment that contain gaps, which, 
paradoxically, are the more informative columns of the 18S rRNA gene alignments, thus 
resulting in the observed reduced variation. Current software such as RAxML (Stamatakis 2014) 
treats the gaps as undetermined characters “Ns”, and the entire alignment column is kept.  
Biogeography 
With this new phylogeny we recognize five invasions of T. cruzi clade members to the New 
World (Figure 4.3). This number is greater than has been detected in previous phylogenetic 
analyses (Hamilton et al. 2009; Lima et al. 2012; Lima et al. 2013), and it suggests that we would 
find signs for an even higher number of invasions if more thorough bat trypanosome surveys are 
conducted. Also, it is interesting that most of these invasions did not generate more diversity. 
The only exceptions are the sub-clade containing T. rangeli and the three species from Panama 
that seem that have undergone small radiations (Figure 4.2).     
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Two invasions appear to be rather recent and while one is the result of natural dispersal, the other 
seems facilitated by human activity.  Trypanosoma dionisii is a parasite of bats that has been 
recorded in Europe and South America, and it has been hypothesized that the colonization of 
South America has occurred relatively recently, probably by vagrant bats, since there are no 
species of bats shared between the Americas and Europe (Hamilton, Cruickshank, et al. 2012).  
In addition, T. conorhini uses Old World rats and vectors as hosts—Rattus spp. and Triatoma 
ribrofasciata, respectively—and its presence in the New World could be explained by the recent 
human-mediated introduction of rats and associated parasites (Hamilton, Teixeira, et al. 2012).  
This is highly plausible since Trypanosoma lewisi, also a parasite associated with rodents of the 
genus Rattus, has been reported in several continents including oceanic islands (Pinto et al. 
2006b; Wyatt et al. 2008; Dobigny et al. 2011).  
In our phylogeny, it is not possible to determine the branching order at the base of the T. cruzi 
clade due to the low support values (Figure 4.1); however, either the group formed by Panama 1, 
2 and 3 or T. livingstonei should be at the base of the tree. Because the most basal species of the 
T. cruzi clade are distributed on different southern continents, including Africa, there is support 
for a wider Gondwanan origin of the clade, rather than a more limited South American-
Australian origin (J. R. Stevens et al. 1999). Further, trypanosome surveys may help discovering 
more basal trypanosome lineages that might allow a finer inference of the ancestral distribution 
area of this clade by limiting the ancestral origin to a single southern continent. Nonetheless, all 
of the potential basal species of the T. cruzi clade are parasites of bats; which further supports a 
likely origin of this clade in bats, as well as the bat-seeding hypothesis that indicates that bats are 
the main hosts of the T. cruzi clade. Episodic host switches towards terrestrial mammals may 
have occurred along the evolution of this clade including the host switches that ultimately gave 
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rise to the pathogen T. cruzi that causes Chagas disease in humans (Hamilton, Teixeira, et al. 
2012).    
Outlook into future trypanosome surveys 
We advocate the use of DNA sequence data and coalescent-based methods for species 
delimitation because these will speed up biological discovery, especially of microscopic 
organisms with plastic morphologies. We recommend that species descriptions of new taxa 
continue to include morphological analyses, since at least major groupings can be identified 
reliably through gross morphological characters and measurements (Wheeler et al. 2013) and this 
may allow the tracking of names available from older literature. In this study, the recognition of 
T. cruzi as a single species despite the pronounced divergence between T. cruzi cruzi and T. cruzi 
marinkellei, may indicate that the PTP model is a conservative approach that is not oversplitting 
taxa. Thus, we may have confidence in this approach as an efficient way to rapidly delimit 
species, at least preliminarily, until more genetic data (e.g., dozens of loci) could be gathered and 
several more robust delimitation methods could be applied (e.g., Bayesian species delimitation, 
bpp) (Yang and Rannala 2010; Carstens et al. 2013).  
We also suggest more efforts to survey of trypanosomes of mammals, either by conducting field 
expeditions targeted on collecting trypanosome material (Sehgal et al. 2001; Cottontail et al. 
2009), or by surveys of trypanosome DNA in mammalian specimens and tissues deposited at 
museum collections (Wyatt et al. 2008; Pinto et al. 2010). Sustained efforts should be devoted 
for trypanosome sampling in Africa and the Americas to truly understand the diversity of this 
clade. In the Americas in particular, it would be important to survey localities in Central and 
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Figure 4.1. Phylogeny of the Trypanosoma cruzi clade.  Maximum likelihood tree constructed 
with concatenated 18S rRNA and gGAPDH genes. Numbers on the branches represent support 
values corresponding to bootstrap replicates (right) and Bayesian posterior probabilities (left). 
Clades highlighted with colored boxes correspond to trypanosomes detected in Panamá. 
Collapsed branches at the base of the phylogeny indicate low support for the placement of the 
three Panamian lineages. The symbol // on the branch to the outgroup indicates a shortened 
branch. GenBank accession numbers of the samples used in this phylogeny are provided in 






Figure 4.2. Putative species delimitation of members of the Trypanosoma cruzi clade. 
Maximum likelihood phylogeny with Bayesian support values presented for all 18 lineages 
recognized as species for the PTP analyses. Monophyletic groups in red indicate a single species 
as well as terminal branches in blue. Names of terminals indicate codes of the samples. Names in 
bold after a | symbol are taxonomic or geographic identifiers of the putative species.  
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Figure 4.3. Five independent colonization events of Trypanosoma cruzi clade members to 
the New World.  Cladogram of species belonging to the Trypanosoma cruzi clade, depicting in 
red are the branches that indicate dispersal events to the Americas with grey branches denoting 
the species that are not present in the New World. Note that T. dionisii 2 and T. conorhini are 
distributed in the New and Old Worlds (Hamilton, Teixeira, et al. 2012; Hamilton, Cruickshank, et al. 
2012). Branch lengths in the cladogram are not proportional to divergence; for branch length 




Origins of Trypanosoma cruzi and the evolution of bat-trypanosome associations 
Abstract 
Trypanosoma cruzi is a genetically diverse parasite that causes Chagas disease, one of the most 
important infectious diseases in the Americas.  This generalist parasite of mammals is thought to 
have started infecting humans as they ventured into the New World ca. 15,000 years ago. Despite 
generalist host preferences of this parasite, it belongs to a clade mostly comprised of bat 
parasites. Here, using samples from culture collections of trypanosomes and preserved tissues of 
mammals from natural history collections, we reassessed the evolutionary origins of T. cruzi, and 
the history of bats as host of trypanosomes, using a twofold comparative approach: testing the 
species limits of T. cruzi using 19 nuclear genes, and by conducting an extensive survey of 
trypanosome parasites on diverse samples of mammals, mostly bats, from multiple localities. 
Our results indicate: 1) that T. cruzi sensu lato is actually comprised of three species - the 
generalist T. cruzi, and two parasites of bats, Trypanosoma marinkellei and Trypanosoma 
nyctopetes sp. nov.; 2) that there is a previously undetected high diversity of T. cruzi relatives 
associated with bats, and 3) use of bats as hosts has evolved several times and in three different 
clades of parasites. The restricted classification of T. cruzi and the high diversity of 
trypanosomes infecting bats demonstrate the biological uniqueness of the host switching event 
from bats to terrestrial (i.e., non-flying) mammals that gave rise to this important parasite.   




Knowledge of species limits in human pathogens and the diversity of their close relatives is 
important to understand three key components of their evolutionary origins: phylogenetic 
relationships, host switches, and biogeographic history. We re-assessed our understanding of the 
origins of Trypanosoma cruzi, the parasite that causes Chagas disease. We report that T. cruzi 
comprises three species; two of which are exclusive parasites of bats. We also found a much 
higher species diversity of trypanosomes infecting bats, belonging to three different clades of 
parasites. Tissue collections of mammals deposited in natural history museums were 
instrumental for this research, and we encourage their use for other studies of host-parasite 
relationships.   
 
The study of the evolutionary origins of zoonotic diseases is a growing field that merges 
phylogenetics, biogeography, and pathogen biology to track problems of potential interest to 
public health. Nonetheless, there is not a well-established framework to conduct research in this 
area. This is exemplified by the haphazard or serendipitous nature of pathogen searches, which 
frequently provoke claims of a pathogen’s origin whenever a close relative of that pathogen is 
found in a previously unsampled host species or population. An example of this trend is the long 
list of papers that have been published searching for the origins of Plasmodium falciparum, the 
parasite responsible for the most malignant human malaria (Ollomo et al. 2009; Rich et al. 2009; 
W. Liu et al. 2010; Prugnolle, Ollomo, et al. 2011; Prugnolle, Durand, et al. 2011; Sharp et al. 
2011). Much of this argument would be absent if a straightforward and conceptually simple 
framework to study the origins of zoonoses was implemented, that is: 1) rigorously test the 
species limits of the pathogen, because it may be comprised of more than one independent 
evolutionary unit; and 2) systematically searchfor close relatives of the pathogen in a wide array 
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of hosts from across as wide a geographical scope as possible. Currently, this approach could be 
possible by making use of mammalian tissue collections deposited in natural history museums 
(Pinto et al. 2010; Tsangaras and Greenwood 2012), in combination with traditional repositories 
of pathogen cultures. 
 
The protozoan T. cruzi is the causal agent of Chagas disease, one of the most problematic 
parasitic infections in the Americas due to the economic burden associated with the long chronic 
phase of the infection (Bern and Montgomery 2009). Despite its medical importance, there are 
still uncertainties regarding the evolutionary history of T. cruzi and its relatives. First, T. cruzi is 
highly diverse, with eight lineages currently recognized within this pathogen: lineages TcI to 
TcVI, widely detected in humans and other non-volant mammals (Zingales et al. 2012), plus 
three lineages that exclusively parasitize bats: T. c. marinkellei I and II (Baker et al. 1978; 
Barnabe et al. 2003), and Tcbat (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009; Pinto et al. 2012). These 
differences in host preference (niche partitioning), coupled with extensive genetic differentiation 
between lineages, indicates that T. cruzi may comprise more than one independent evolutionary 
entity deserving the status of species. Second, T. cruzi and relatives comprise the ‘T. cruzi 
clade’—a group composed of at least 18 species of trypanosomes, distributed around the globe, 
parasitizing bats and non-volant mammals (J. R. Stevens et al. 1999; Hamilton et al. 2009; Lima 
et al. 2012; Lima et al. 2013; Cottontail et al. 2014).  While the available evidence supports a 
long evolutionary relationship between bats and the T. cruzi clade—i.e., the "bat-seeding" 
hypothesis (Hamilton, Teixeira, et al. 2012)—the historical biogeography of the clade is less 




We re-assess the evolutionary origins of T. cruzi and the closely related species that form the T. 
cruzi clade by applying a framework of species delimitation within T. cruzi sensu lato, and 
surveying a diverse subset of mammalian of hosts from multiple geographic locations around the 
world. We tested whether the T. cruzi lineages—in particular, the bat-exclusive lineages—should 
be recognized as multiple valid species. As a result, we provide a refined taxonomic definition of 
T. cruzi, recognizing T. marinkellei and T. nyctopetes sp. nov. as species distinct from T. cruzi. 
We also surveyed mammalian tissues from Africa, the Americas, South-east Asia, and the 
Australo-Papuan region for trypanosomes. Our analyses determine that the trypanosomes 
infecting bats belong to three distantly related clades of parasites. Within the T. cruzi clade we 
detected at least two host switches for trypanosomes between terrestrial mammals and bats, and 
three between bats and terrestrial mammals—including the event that gave rise to T. cruzi. 
 
Results  
Species delimitation within T. cruzi. Species trees analyses—MP-EST and *BEAST—on DNA 
sequences of 19 nuclear genes (Appendix 5.1) recovered T. c. cruzi and T. c. marinkellei as 
monophyletic groups (Figure 5.1), but the topologies of the lineages within T. c. cruzi varied in 
both methods. The topology of the T. c. cruzi lineages had a ladder-like pattern in the MP-EST 
analysis, while in *BEAST it was fully resolved. In both methods the lineage Tcbat was sister to 
TcI. The species delimitation methods PTP and GMYC performed differently. Almost every 
gene tree gave a different delimitation in GMYC (Figure 5.2A, 5.2B), while the PTP had a high 
concordance among delimitations (Figure 5.2C, 5.2D). The most common delimitation recovered 
in both analyses splits T. cruzi sensu lato in three species, one comprised by T. c. cruzi, and two 
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species within T. c. marinkellei. The validation method BPP strongly supports this three-species 
arrangement for T. cruzi sensu lato (Figure 5.2E, 5.2F).  
 
Based on evidence provided by our species delimitation analyses we split Trypanosoma cruzi 
sensu lato into three different species (Figure 5.2F): 1) T. cruzi (Chagas 1909), containing the 
genetic lineages TcI-TcVI and Tcbat; 2) Trypanosoma marinkellei Baker, Miles, Godfrey, 
Barrett 1978 (new combination) restricted to strains clustering within the monophyletic clade T. 
c. marinkellei I (Barnabe et al. 2003); and 3) Trypanosoma  nyctopetes sp. nov. Type: Strain 
M1909, cryopreserved at the Institut de Recherche pour le Développement (IRD) at Montpellier, 
France. Other material: Strain B34, and genetic data of contaminated strain N6 (Barnabe et al. 
2003); both strains are also deposited at IRD. Hosts and distribution: Strains M1909 and B34 
were isolated from the phyllostomid bat Phyllostomus discolor at Venezuela (Caracas?) and 
Brazil (Bahia, Sao Felipe) respectively (Baker et al. 1978; Barnabe et al. 2003); vectors are 
unknown. Diagnosis: T. nyctopetes includes all trypanosomes that cluster phylogenetically with 
those in the monophyletic clade T. c. marinkellei II (Barnabe et al. 2003). Etymology: nyctopetes 
,from the Greek nyktos = night, and petes = flying, in reference to the behavior of bats, the hosts 
of these parasites. Natural history: T. nyctopetes and T. marinkellei may occur in sympatry and 
share the same host species; both trypanosomes have been reported from the bat Phyllostomus 
discolor in Brazil, Bahia, Sao Felipe (Baker et al. 1978).   
 
Diversity, evolution and biogeography of the trypanosomes of bats. We screened 1336 tissue 
samples of ca. 173 species of mammals for trypanosome parasites. A total of 122 mammals (90 
bats, 29 rodents, 2 marsupials, and 1 shrew) were positive via PCR for trypanosomes (Appendix 
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5.2). We undertook phylogenetic analyses of the trypanosome 18S rRNA gene from these 
positive samples, together with reference sequences for the18S rRNA and gGAPDH genes from 
previous literature (Marinkelle 1976; Silva-Iturriza et al. 2013), to determine that trypanosomes 
have infected bats on multiple independent occasions, as evidenced for the placement of these 
parasites in three divergent lineages: the T. cruzi, T. theileri, and T. brucei clades (Figure 5.3). 
 
Species delimitation analyses with the PTP algorithm on the T. cruzi and T. theileri clades 
demonstrated underestimation of diversity in these groups (Figure 5.4, 5.5). Our analyses suggest 
that the T. cruzi clade now contains at least 32 putative species, a 52% increase from previous 
assessments; and T. theileri contains a minimum of 23 putative species, an increase of 70% in the 
number of potential species previously detected by DNA sequencing (Hamilton et al. 2005; 
Garcia et al. 2011) (Figure 5.3). In addition to newly detected putative species of trypanosomes, 
the PTP analyses indicate that several of the taxa currently recognized as single species (e.g., T. 
dionisii, T. rangeli) might be harboring unrecognized species. In particular, T. theileri appears to 
be a complex of species with no clear specific associations between parasites and hosts, e.g., 
cattle and water buffalo share the same putative species of trypanosome parasite. 
 
Most of the diversity in the T. cruzi clade is associated with the African continent and 
biogeographic reconstructions of ancestral areas show higher probabilities for an African origin 
of the T. cruzi clade, with subsequent dispersals to Eurasia, Australia, and South America (Figure 
5.6). Several potential long distance dispersal events are identified, mostly from Africa to South 
America, and from Africa to Eurasia, although there is an important dispersal event from 
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Australia to South America that triggered a small radiation of at least seven putative species of 
bat trypanosomes in the Neotropics.   
 
Trypanosomes infecting bats belong to three different clades of parasites (Figure 5.3). A 
minimum of five host switches from terrestrial mammals to bats, including two regains of bats as 
hosts after one switch from bats to terrestrial mammals, explain the evolutionary history of bats 
as host of trypanosomes. The reconstruction of ancestral hosts points to bat hosts as the basal 
condition for the T. cruzi clade, and indicates that only three host switches are required to explain 
the presence of T. cruzi clade members infecting non-volant mammals, including for the 
pathogen T. cruzi sensu stricto (Figure 5.6).  
 
The T. theileri clade is divided in two subclades, one comprising species infecting artiodactyls, 
including the parasite of cattle T. theileri and its close relatives. The geographic origins of this 
subclade are obscure given the human-mediated cosmopolitan introductions of cattle and water 
buffalo, and the apparent paucity of data from additional Asian and African ungulates. The other 
subclade includes species infecting rodents, primates, marsupials, frogs, and bats; in this clade, 
bat infection has only evolved once. The majority of this diversity is restricted to Australia and 
New Guinea; only two independent long distance dispersal events are required to explain the 
occurrence of this subclade in Asia, and in contrast to the T. cruzi clade, these long distance 





To study the origins of pathogens, is important to test the species limits of the pathogen of 
interest, and to survey for the pathogen’s close relatives across multiple localities and diverse 
hosts. This strategy can illuminate phylogenetic relationships, host switches, and biogeographic 
history in a way that is not possible from surveying small subsets of potential hosts from 
restricted localities. To apply such a global schema to better understand the origins of Chagas 
disease, we successfully combined the use of traditional pathogen culture repositories for 
biomedical research, and tissue repositories for mammals from natural history museums. 
 
A problem in trypanosome systematics is the lack of morphological characters that would allow 
an accurate diagnosis of species. This problem has the potential to overlook closely related 
species sharing similar life traits (e.g., distributions, hosts, vectors). Here, using a suite of species 
delimitation methods on data gathered from 19 loci, we demonstrate that the pathogen T. cruzi 
comprises three genealogically distinctive species. The new species T. nyctopetes and T. 
marinkellei are parasites of bats. Although both species have been found in sympatry in one 
locality (Baker et al. 1978), T. nyctopetes has not been recorded anywhere else, despite recent 
efforts to document bat trypanosomes in the Neotropics (Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009; 
Cavazzana et al. 2010; García et al. 2012; Pinto et al. 2012).    
 
This newly proposed taxonomic arrangement clarifies the evolutionary history of T. cruzi as a 
species that diverged from bat parasites around 7.5 mya. Given the Neotropical distribution of its 
sister species T. marinkellei and T. nyctopetes, the origin of T. cruzi was most likely in South 
America, with a later range expansion to North America, as evidenced by the presence of the 
lineages TcI and TcIV in southern United States (Roellig et al. 2008). This new classification 
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also sets a path for studies of the genetic adaptations and eco-evolutionary associations 
facilitated the origins of T. cruzi. Genomic comparisons between T. cruzi and its close relatives 
would illuminate potential genetic adaptations for the capacity of this species to infect a diverse 
set of terrestrial mammals, andrecent efforts to compare the genomes of one strain of T. 
marinkellei with T. cruzi provide a good starting point (Franzén et al. 2012).  
  
Aside from practical implications to human health because of the origins of Chagas disease, the 
host switch that gave rise to T. cruzi is also remarkable in terms of host-parasite evolutionary 
biology. Key players in this host switch seem to be the triatomine bugs that vector some T. cruzi 
clade species including T. cruzi, T. marinkellei, and T. rangeli (Lent and Wygodzinsky 1979). 
Other trypanosome species can be vectored by other arthropods including cimicid bat bugs and 
sandflies (Marinkelle 1976). Most triatomines are associated with birds, and ground-dwelling 
and arboreal mammals. Only a few species, like Cavernicola pilosa, are known to closely 
associate with bats (Lent and Wygodzinsky 1979; Oliveira et al. 2008), and some other 
triatomines (e.g., Eratyrus cuspidatus, Panstrongylus geniculatus, Triatoma dispar, Triatoma 
rubida) are generalistic, able to feed on bats and non-volant mammals (Lent and Wygodzinsky 
1979). Such catholic preferences might explain the host switch from bats to terrestrial mammals 
in the Americas. Despite the association of several triatomine species with birds and mammals 
(e.g., Triatoma delpontei, T. infestans, T. spinolai) (Lent and Wygodzinsky 1979), there are no 
reports of parasites of the T. cruzi clade infecting birds. This is corroborated by experimental 
infections and immunological studies in birds (Kierszenbaum et al. 1976; Kierszenbaum et al. 
1981). Thus, it seems that T. cruzi clade members are adapted to infect mammals in general, but 




Of the three clades of trypanosome parasites, the T. cruzi clade is the one with highest species 
diversity and widest distribution. The diversity of the clade is highest in Africa, followed by the 
Americas. This is surprising, since members of this clade have only recently been detected in 
Africa (Hamilton et al. 2005; Lima et al. 2012; Lima et al. 2013). Newly reported putative 
species from the Americas demonstrate a slight over-splitting in previous accounts: the lineages 
found in Panama correspond to only two, not three putative species (Figure 5.4). Most likely, this 
reflects an effect of richer taxon datasets on the performance of the PTP algorithm.  However, 
overall results of this survey show that trypanosome diversity is underestimated, particularly in 
the tropics. The ‘bat-seeding hypothesis’ (reference again) has been proposed to explain the 
evolution of host-parasite associations in the T. cruzi clade, and positing that bats are the main 
hosts of the species of the clade, with intermittent host switches explaining infections by some 
members of the clade in terrestrial mammals (Hamilton, Teixeira, et al. 2012). Our data provide 
a wealth of empirical support for this hypothesis by increasing the number of trypanosome 
species in this clade by >50%, with all of the newly recovered species being parasites of bats.  
 
 
The distributions of most trypanosome taxa, as delineated here,are restricted to a single 
continent, but two putative species, T. dionisii 1 and T. dionisii 2, have wide recorded 
distributions (Hamilton, Cruickshank, et al. 2012), and here we report even wider ranges for 
these two species, spanning Africa, Madagascar, Eurasia, and North and South America (Figure 
5.6). For vectored protozoans—and indeed for any organism—these ample distributions indicate 
remarkable dispersal capabilities, especially given that these distributions appear to be natural—
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establishedwithout human intervention—and without shared bat hosts between continents. To 
explain this distribution pattern it has been hypothesized that vagrant bats transport the parasites 
and that competent local vectors then transfer the parasites between vagrant and local hosts 
(Hamilton, Cruickshank, et al. 2012). Our study adds to the exceptionality of these distributions 
by reporting these parasites for the first time from Canada and Madagascar. The Canadian 
records contribute to fill an important gap in the biogeography of the group, and render plausible 
hypotheses for a colonization route either by Beringia (Hamilton, Cruickshank, et al. 2012) or 
the North Atlantic. Our Madagascar finding involves a molecular re-identification of material 
previously reported (Raharimanga et al. 2003). It is puzzling that no other bat trypanosomes have 
similar cosmopolitan distributions. A series of ancient long-distance dispersal events might 
explain the current distribution of T. cruzi clade members. The fossil evidence of the bat 
superfamily Noctilionoidea shows that such movements were plausible. For example, fossil 
remains of the family Myzopodidae  today endemic to Madagascar, are recorded in northern 
Africa ca. 37 Mya (Gunnell et al. 2014), and fossils of the family Myctacinidae, now endemic to 
New Zealand,are known from northern Australia, ca. 26 Mya (Hand et al. 2005). The only 
cosmopolitan bat genus, the vespertilionid genus Myotis, originated more recently (Ruedi et al. 
2013). Thus this genus potentially could also have played an important role in moving bat 
trypanosomes around the globe.   
 
Although the T. theileri and T. brucei clades are not diverse in terms of trypanosomes of bats, 
host switches of trypanosomes between terrestrial mammals and bats in these two clades are 
interesting for the uniqueness of each host switch. The T. theileri clade contains two subclades, 
one that mostly parasitizes ungulates and another, the T. cyclops subclade, which is a broad host 
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generalist, but is restricted geographically to the Asia-Pacific region(Figure 5.6) (Hamilton et al. 
2005; Garcia et al. 2011). The terrestrial and highly generalist leeches of the family 
Haemadipsidae are known to be vectors of this subclade (Hamilton et al. 2005). These leeches 
have been implicated in the transmission of T. aunawa, a trypanosome of the miniopterid bat 
Miniopterus tristis (Ewers 1974) in New Guinea. Given the geographic location and the role of 
leeches in vectoring this trypanosome, it is possible that one of the species lineages identified 
here could be assigned to this trypanosome species. Because of the generalist diets and wide 
distributions of haemadipsid leeches, it is also possible that these vectors are responsible for the 
host switches within the T. cyclops subclade of T. theileri. 
In contrast, the presence of the parasite Trypanosoma evansi in bats has been reported in two 
phyllostomid bat species: the vampire bat Desmodus rotundus, and the nectar-feeding bat 
Leptonycteris curasoae (Marinkelle 1976; Silva-Iturriza et al. 2013). There are no actual 
molecular data confirming T. evansi infections in D. rotundus, but there is abundant 
observational and experimental evidence (prior to DNA sequencing technology) indicating that 
vampire bats can act as host and vectors of this species (Marinkelle 1976), presumably involving 
transmission via feeding on ungulate hosts. However, it is unclear how T. evansi, a parasite 
mostly associated with ungulates, has been transferred to nectar-feeding bats (Silva-Iturriza et al. 
2013).  
 
Material and methods 
Species delimitation within T. cruzi 
DNA Sequences and samples. We obtained published DNA sequences for 19 nuclear markers 
for trypanosomes (Table S1) (Flores-López and Machado 2011; Lauthier et al. 2012). In addition 
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to sequences of these genes available in GenBank, we sequenced additional 8 samples—
TCC1994, MCQ1495 (Tcbat), STC10R (TcIV), B3, MBC1539 (T. c. marinkellei I), M1909 (T. 
c. marinkellei II), JMJ (T. dionisii)—by 454 sequencing of targeted PCR amplicons (Bybee et al. 
2011), by using newly generated and previously published primers (Appendix 5.1).   The 454 
data was run through a denoiser to ensure quality of the reads, then using Geneious v. 6.1.8 
(Biomatters 2014) we built contigs for each gene of each sample. Primers and tags were 
removed, and consensus sequences for each allele were extracted.  
Alignment and phasing. We aligned sequences of each locus using default parameters in the 
MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) plugin in Geneious v. 6.1.8, and checked manually for obvious 
misplaces. The sequences retrieved from GenBank were phased in DnaSP v.5 (Librado and 
Rozas 2009) using the PHASE algorithm (Stephens and Donnelly 2003). Models of evolution 
were determined using JModeltTest v.2 (Darriba et al. 2012).  
Species Trees. We used the traditional DTU, and subspecies classification (i.e., TcI-TcVI, 
Tcbat, and T. c. marinkellei I and T. c. marinkellei II) for population assignments (Barnabe et al. 
2003; Marcili, L. Lima, et al. 2009; Pinto et al. 2012; Zingales et al. 2012). Since methods for 
estimating species trees are usually problematic when handling hybrids if hybridization is not 
explicitly modeled, we removed the hybrid lineages TcV and TcVI (Flores-López and Machado 
2011) before estimating species trees with MP-EST (L. Liu et al. 2010) and *BEAST (Heled and 
Drummond 2009).  
MP-EST: We generated maximum likelihood trees for each of the 19 loci using RAxML v.8 
(Stamatakis 2014) using the GTRCAT approximation, T. dionisii as outgroup, and estimated 
support values with 1000 bootstrap replicates. We estimated species trees using the MP-EST 
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method (L. Liu et al. 2010) as implemented in the STRAW webserver (Shaw et al. 2013). One 
analysis was performed using only the topology with the highest maximum likelihood score, and 
another analysis using all the bootstrapped trees per gene.  
*BEAST: The 19 genes were analyzed using *BEAST (Heled and Drummond 2009) in BEAST 
v. 1.8.0 (Drummond et al. 2012) with linked clock models, using the lognormal relaxed clock 
model. As secondary calibrations, we used the split between T. c. cruzi and T. c. marinkellei at a 
mean of 8.3 Mya, and we also used a mean of 2.8 Mya for the basal node of all the T. c. cruzi 
lineages (Flores-López and Machado 2011). Both calibrations were used with normal prior 
distributions. The hyperparameter ucld.mean was set as a diffuse prior using an exponential 
distribution with an initial value = 1 and mean = 2.55. The MCMC chain was run for 100 million 
generations and sampled every 1000 generations. A total of 9 independent runs were performed; 
convergence of the runs was assessed using the program Tracer, and trees were compiled using 
the program LogCombiner. A best tree was obtained by summarizing all trees with 
TreeAnnotator with 10% of the trees were excluded as burn-in.   
Species Delimitation. Methods for species delimitation using DNA sequence data can be 
divided into two types: exploratory and validation (Carstens et al. 2013). The former type 
simultaneously conducts species assignment and delimitation, while the latter perform 
delimitation after the population assignment has been established. Here, we used two exploratory 
methods, PTP (J. Zhang et al. 2013) and the GMYC (Pons et al. 2006), and one validation 
method BPP (Yang and Rannala 2010).       
As input data, PTP (J. Zhang et al. 2013) uses single gene trees and detects groupings using 
changes of branch lengths. We ran analyses for each of the 19 RAxML maximum likelihood 
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gene trees on the PTP webserver (http://species.h-its.org/ptp/), and report both the Bayesian 
implementation of the model (PTPh) and the traditional maximum likelihood (PTPml) 
implementation. For each run we used 500,000 generations, with a thinning of 100 and a burnin 
of 0.1.  
GMYC (Pons et al. 2006) uses an ultrametric time-calibrated gene tree as input data and 
estimates shifts in diversification rates. We estimated both the single and threshold GMYC 
delimitations for the 19 time-calibrated gene trees obtained from the *BEAST analysis. We ran 
the GMYC analysis in the GMYC web server maintained by the Exelixis Lab (http://species.h-
its.org/gmyc/).  
The validation method implemented in the software BPP v.2.2 uses a guide tree, DNA sequence 
data, and prior distributions for time and population sizes. It performs a reversible jump Markov 
chain Monte Carlo for searching the parameter space (Yang and Rannala 2010). As a guide tree, 
we used the topology that was recovered most frequently from the 76 species delimitations 
conducted. As priors for population size and diverge time we used conservative values to 
minimize the number of delimited species [i.e., large effective population sizes (1 10) and 
shallow divergences (2 2000)]. Three independent runs were performed with algorithm 0.   
 
Diversity, evolution and biogeography of the T. cruzi clade 
Survey of mammalian trypanosomes. We detected trypanosomes from tissue samples (i.e., 
liver, muscle, or blood) from wild-caught mammals, mostly bats, by a nested PCR protocol and 
subsequent sequencing of a region of the 18S rRNA gene (Noyes et al. 1999). We analyzed 
samples of mammals collected in countries including Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Central African 
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Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala, Guyana, Kenya, Madagascar, Malaysia, Mexico, Panamá, Papua 
New Guinea, Perú, Suriname, and Tanzania.  
 
Phylogenetic and species delimitation analysis. With the obtained trypanosome sequences and 
available data in GenBank (Appendix 5.2) we constructed two alignments with the MUSCLE 
(Edgar 2004) plug-in within Geneious v. 6.1.8 (Biomatters 2014), one for the 18S rRNA gene, 
and another for the gGAPDH gene that contained only previously published sequences. We 
checked the alignments by eye and edited misplacements manually. We concatenated both gene 
alignments with SequenceMatrix v. 1.7.9 (Vaidya et al. 2011). We selected the best model and 
partition scheme using Partition Finder 1.1.1 (Lanfear et al. 2012). We divided the data into four 
data blocks, one for the 18S rRNA gene, and three for the gGAPDH gene—one for each codon 
position, and the best partitions were chosen following the Bayesian information criteria scores. 
 
For the T. cruzi clade we used a single partition with the GTR+G+I model. For the T. theileri 
clade, we used the GTR+G and the data was divided in two partitions, one for the 18S rRNA and 
the 1st and 2nd positions of the gGAPDH gene, and the other partition for the 3rd position of the 
gGAPDH gene.  We ran maximum likelihood analyses in RAxML v. 8.0.12 (Stamatakis 2014) 
with 1,000 bootstrap pseudoreplicates. With the best trees for both clades (T. cruzi and T. 
theileri) we ran PTP (J. Zhang et al. 2013) analyses as indicated above. Later, we trimmed the 
matrices to retain only sequences of one individual per species. With these matrices, we did 
PartitionFinder (Lanfear et al. 2012) analyses and it selected the the GTR+G model for the T. 
cruzi clade , with two partitions, one for the 18S rRNA and the 1st and 3rd positions of the 
gGAPDH gene, and the other partition for the 2nd position of the gGAPDH gene. The model and 
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partition schemes used to analyze the T. theileri clade were the same as for the previous analyses 
including all available sequences. For each clade, we obtained phylogenetic trees using 
maximum likelihood in RAxML with 1,000 bootstrap pseudoreplicates, and Bayesian inference 
in BEAST v. 1.8 (Drummond et al. 2012). The Bayesian analysis was performed with default 
priors and multiple independent runs were performed using the computing cluster Cipres Portal 
(Miller et al. 2010). Convergence was assessed in Tracer, by obtaining effective sample size 
values well above 200. Consensus trees were obtained after discarding 10% of the trees as burn-
in.   
 
Biogeographic and host switching analyses. Using the reduced ultrametric phylogenies 
generated in BEAST, with only one representative per putative species, we reconstructed the 
biogeographic history of trypanosomes using the maximum likelihood model of dispersal-
extinction-cladogenesis (DEC) in Lagrange v. 20130526 (Ree and Smith 2008). We modeled 
dispersion events across continental landmasses (i.e., South America, North America, Africa, 
Eurasia and Australia/ New Guinea). The reconstructions were done excluding outgroups, and 
with no dispersal constraints, allowing a total of 20 potential range combinations. To infer host 
switching events at a large scale between terrestrial and volant mammals we conducted ancestral 
reconstruction of hosts using Maximum Likelihood with the model Mk1 in Mesquite v.3.0 
(Maddison and Maddison 2014) using three discrete categories (traits) for the hosts: bats, non-
volant, and bats and non-volant.  
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Figure 5.1. Species trees of major non-hybrid lineages of T. cruzi sensu lato obtained by 
analyzing 19 genes. A) MP-EST species tree with bootstrap support values. B) *BEAST species 
tree with Bayesian posterior probabilities at the nodes, with a time axis. Brach lengths are the 
median highest posterior density.  Red boxes highlight the lineages comprising T. cruzi cruzi, 












Figure 5.2. Results of species delimitation analyses. Bar graphs indicating the number of genes 
sharing the same species delimitation pattern for A) PTPml B) PTPh C) GMYC single D) 
GMYC multiple, and E) sum of all four delimitations. F) Topology of the most frequently 
recovered delimitation by PTP and GMYC analyses revealing three species within T. cruzi sensu 
lato: T. cruzi, T. marinkellei and T. nyctopetes n. sp., numbers at nodes represent speciation 






Figure 5.3. Schematic phylogeny of the main clades of Trypanosoma indicating the three clades 
that contain species that parasitize bats. Within the T. brucei clade, T. evansi is the only species 
that has been found in bats (Marinkelle 1976; Silva-Iturriza et al. 2013). The T. cruzi clade 
comprises mostly species that infect bats, and the T. theileri clade contains two species found in 







Figure 5.4. Maximum likelihood phylogenies and PTP species delimitiation of members of the 
T. cruzi clade. Monophyletic groups in red indicate a single putative species as well as single 
terminal branches in blue. Arrows indicate the trypanosome species detected during this survey, 
and because only one representative per unique sequence was used in these analyses numbers in 
brackets indicate the total number of new sequences generated for that species. Data for all 






Figure 5.5. Maximum likelihood phylogenies and PTP species delimitiation of members of the 
T. theileri clade. Monophyletic groups in red indicate a single putative species as well as single 
terminal branches in blue. Arrows indicate the trypanosome species detected during this survey, 
and because only one representative per unique sequence was used in these analyses numbers in 
brackets indicate the total number of new sequences generated for that species. Data for all 











Figure 5.6. Ancestral host and historical biogeographical reconstructions for two clades of 
Trypanosoma parasites: the T. cruzi clade and the T. theileri clade. The trees are Bayesian 
ultrametric phylogenies. Taxa correspond to species delimitations on Fig. 3, with the additional 
recognition of T. marinkellei and T. nyctopetes (Fig. 2). Legend indicates color and shape codes 
for distribution and host categories. Ancestral host reconstructions were performed using 
maximum likelihood; equivocal reconstructions are depicted as pie charts with colors 
proportional to the relative likelihoods of the reconstructions, colored circles next to the taxa 
names correspond to known host categories. Biogeographical reconstructions were conducted 
with the dispersal-extinction-cladogenesis (DEC) model in Lagrange. Colored diamonds at the 
tips correspond to the distribution of taxa, while colored diamonds at the nodes represent the 
geographic ranges with the highest probabilities in the DEC model inherited by each descendant 















Comparative evolution of the TLR2 gene in bats: effects of phylogeny, life traits and 
parasite exposure 
Abstract 
Bats have been implicated as reservoirs of diverse pathogens, including viruses, bacteria and 
protozoans. New hypotheses have postulated that bats have adaptations in their immune system 
to cope with this high number of pathogens, but the empirical data is scant.  Here, we use the 
Toll-like receptor 2 gene (TLR2), which is involved in recognition of  Trypanosoma cruzi 
infections in humans, as a candidate gene to test three nested predictions of adaptive selection of 
immunity genes in bats: 1)  TLR2 ω (dn/ds ratio) is higher in bats than in other mammals. 2) Bat 
traits associated with risk of parasitism covary with ω of the TLR2 gene. 3) Bat populations 
exposed to trypanosome parasites have higher ω in the TLR2 gene than unexposed populations. 
Our results indicate that 1) the root branch of the TLR2 gene of bats presents signals of positive 
selection but the other branches evolve under negative selection; 2) there are low correlations 
between ω and traits typically associated with higher risk of acquiring infections; and 3) in the 
species Pteronotus parnellii, there are non-significant differences between exposed and 
unexposed populations, and TLR2 genotypes are not associated with trypanosome infections.   
Key words: Caribbean, Chiroptera, innate immunity, pathogen diversity, positive selection.  
Introduction 
Bats are the most ecologically diverse order of mammals, and the second most diverse in number 
of species, with over 1300 species, surpassed only by rodents (Musser and Carleton 2005; 
Simmons 2005; Fabre et al. 2012).  Bats have been implicated as important hosts of several 
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pathogens, particularly viruses (Calisher et al. 2006), and some bacterial and protozoan 
infections (Mühldorfer 2013; Schaer et al. 2013; Cottontail et al. 2014). Diversity analyses have 
pointed to bats hosting higher number of pathogens per species than other specious mammals 
(i.e., rodents) (Luis et al. 2013). As potential explanations for the high diversity of pathogens in 
bats, it has been argued that bats have adaptations in their immune system to cope with the 
infections (Wang et al. 2011; Baker et al. 2013; O’Shea et al. 2014), and also that bats have life 
history characteristics (e.g., insectivorous diets, dispersal capabilities, long life span) that allow 
higher contact with pathogens (Turmelle and Olival 2009; Luis et al. 2013). Then it would be 
expected that both the immunity adaptations to cope with infections, and the life history traits 
that make bats prone to acquire infections might be correlated.  
Immunity in vertebrates is mediated by acquired (e.g., MHC genes) and innate (e.g., 
TLRs genes) components of the immune system. The genes of the acquired immune system 
evolve faster, and selective sweeps and balancing selection are common; the evolution of the 
genes involved in innate immunity is less understood (Wlasiuk and Nachman 2010a; Tschirren et 
al. 2011). Toll-like receptors (TLRs) form a gene family whose products are among the first in 
recognizing pathogens within an organism. However, TLR recognize generalist molecular motifs 
of parasites. It is believed that TLRs evolve under negative selection, but recent studies have 
demonstrated that some codons associated with pathogen binding evolve under positive selection 
(Wlasiuk and Nachman 2010a; Areal et al. 2011).  Among TLRs, TLR2 recognizes protozoan 
and bacterial agents, and it has been associated with differential immune response to the 
pathogen Trypanosoma cruzi (Campos et al. 2001; Gravina et al. 2013; da Costa et al. 2014), and 
other protozan parasites (e.g., Gazzinelli and Denkers 2006). Given the association between the 
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immune response of mammals (via TLR2) and T. cruzi, adaptations on the TLR2 gene might be 
expected to have evolved in bats.  
A commonly used measurement of adaptation at the molecular level is the ratio between 
non-synonymous and synonymous substitutions (ω, or also known as dn/ds ratio).  When this 
ratio is greater than one (>1) it is called positive selection, meaning that there is a greater number 
of non-synonymous substitution implicating changes in function of proteins; on the other hand  a 
ratio of less than one (<1) indicates negative selection, meaning relatively less changes in the 
protein sequences and conserved function; however, this is unlikely across the entire protein 
since most variation is restricted to certain codons, thus codon based measurements of  the dn/ds 
metric have been implemented (Bielawski and Yang 2005). In terms of a higher ω as a 
measurement of adaptive evolution, the following three predictions would be expected if the 
TLR2 gene in bats has evolved to cope with high infections: 1) The TLR2 gene shows higher ω 
in bats than in other mammals. 2) The TLR2 gene shows higher ω in phylogenetic groups with 
certain life-history traits that allow more contact with pathogens (e.g., insectivorous diet). 3) The 
TLR2 gene shows higher ω in conspecific bat populations geographically more exposed to 
pathogens than in populations living in areas with less pathogens, e.g., the Neotropical bat 
Pteronotus parnellii has populations in mainland Latin America, where bats are exposed to 
Trypanososoma parasites (e.g., Cottontail et al. 2014), and populations in Caribbean islands with 
little exposure to trypanosomes (Hoare 1972) (Fig. 6.1). 
  To test these predictions we mined data on available mammalian TLR2 gene sequences, 
and generated additional sequences from several bat species. We also genotyped individuals of 
Pteronotus parnellii from populations exposed and unexposed to trypanosome parasites. We 
inferred the evolutionary history of the TLR2 gene, and compared ω values between bats and 
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other mammals. Within bats we correlated ω values with life-history traits that have been 
suggested to be associated with greater pathogen diversity, and also compared ω values between 
populations of exposed and unexposed P. parnellii.  
Here we found that 1) the root branch of the TLR2 gene of bats present signals of 
positive selection but the others branches evolve under negative selection; 2) there are low 
correlations between ω and traits typically associated with higher risk of acquiring infections; 
and 3) in the species P. parnellii, there are not significant differences between exposed and 
unexposed populations, and TLR2 genotypes are not associated with trypanosome infections.    
Material and Methods 
Prediction 1:  TLR2 ω is higher in bats than in other mammals 
We downloaded TLR2 gene sequences for 85 species of mammals, including five bat species. 
We generated TLR2 gene data for 35 additional species of bats (Appendix 6.1). A fragment of 
1920 bp of the TLR2 gene coding region was amplified by nested PCRs and subsequently 
sequenced with new primers (Appendix 6.2) designed from publically available mRNA 
sequences of Mus musculus (GenBank: NM_011905.3), Myotis lucifugus (UCSC Genome 
Bioinformatics–Microbat), Pteropus alecto (GeneBank: GU045601) and Pteropus vampyrus 
(UCSC Genome Bioinformatics–Megabat). The TLR2 sequences from the genomes of the 
UCSC Genome Bioinformatics website (http://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html) were retrieved using 
the BLAT search Genome tool (http://genome.ucsc.edu/cgi-bin/hgBlat). We also used 
BlastPrimer (Schountz et al. 2013) to scan the transcriptome of Artibeus jamaicensis (Shaw et al. 




Sequences of the TLR2 gene were aligned on MUSCLE (Edgar 2004) using the plugin in 
Geneious (Biomatters 2014). A fast Maximum Likelihood tree was generated in RAxML v.8 
(Stamatakis 2014) using the CAT approximation and 100 bootstrap replicates. With the best tree 
obtained, we tested the prediction that the bat branches have a higher ω than the remaining 
branches of our mammalian phylogeny. We used the CODEML program, within the program 
suit PAML v.4.7 (Yang 2007), to estimate using branch tests, an average ω for the entire 
phylogeny, and compare the log likelihood values with ω estimated for all the bat branches, and 
also for the phyllostomid, pteropodid and vespertilionids. Additionally, we tested if other well 
represented groups in our phylogeny (i.e., Carnivora, Muroidea, Ruminantiamorpha, and 
Simiiformes) had higher dn/ds ratios than the average signal of the other branches of the 
phylogeny.  Significance at the P < 0.05 level was calculated with the Likelihood Ratio Test 
(LRT) and its approximation at the X2 distribution with one degree of freedom (Bielawski and 
Yang 2005).  
Using the webserver Datamonkey (Delport et al. 2010) we identified codons under 
positive selection using four codon-based maximum likelihood methods: MEME (Murrell et al. 
2012), SLAC (Pond and Frost 2005), FEL (Pond and Frost 2005), and FUBAR (Murrell et al. 
2013). We considered a codon to be under positive selection if it was detected in at least two 
methods. To visualize if the positively selected codons are located in the TLR2 region that 
interact with pathogens, i.e, the ectodomain which is populated by Leucine-rich repeats (Bell et 
al. 2003; Kirk and Bazan 2005), we mapped the positively selected codons on the crystal 
structure of the dimer TLR1-TLR2, MMDB: 59994 (Jin et al. 2007) using the software Cn3D 
v.4.3.1 (Wang et al. 2000).     
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Prediction 2:  Bats’ traits associated with higher risk of parasitism are correlated with higher ω of 
the TLR2 gene 
We conducted a phylogenetic general least square (PGLS) analysis to test for associations 
between ω values of bats and traits that may be related with infection risk, without the influence 
of phylogeny. For these analyses we used an alignment of all 40 bat sequences of the TLR2 gene 
(Appendix 6.3). We estimated ω values for each terminal branch using the Branch Site REL test 
(Pond et al. 2011) in HyPhy (Pond and Muse 2005) through the DataMonkey web server 
(Delport et al. 2010), using an initial neighbor joining tree. These ω values were used as the 
dependent variable, and for the independent variables we obtained data on diet, distribution, 
wing aspect ratio, wing loading, body mass, area of geographic range, colony size and type of 
roost (i.e., permanent or temporal) . The values of these independent variables (Appendix 6.3) 
were retrieved from the dataset compiled by Jones et al. (2003), Olival (2012) and Animal 
Diversity Web (http://animaldiversity.org/), with corrections of the taxonomy following 
Simmons (2005) and Goodman et al. (2009). 
First, we determined if ω values are phylogenetically non-independent (a key assumption 
for using methods that control for effects of the phylogeny). We estimated the parameter λ 
(lambda) which is a measure of phylogenetic independence of variables; if the traits evolve 
following the phylogeny, then  λ reaches a value of 1, and when there is not relationship between 
the phylogeny and the evolution of traits (phylogenetic independence) the value of λ is 0 (Nunn 
2011).  We run the Random Walk ML (Model A) with the ω values three times, the first 
estimating λ from the data, and with fixed λ values of 0 and 1; model testing was conducted with 
a LRT, with X2 approximation and one degree of freedom. Later, we simultaneously run a 
multiple regression analysis between the dependent (ω) and independent variables (bat traits), 
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and estimated the λ value. We used the Continuous: Regression option, with the ML method of 
BayesTraits V2 (http://www.evolution.rdg.ac.uk/BayesTraits.html), and treat all the categorical 
variables on our dataset as dummy variables as it has been suggested for these analyses with 
mixed continuous and categorical data (Nunn 2011). Finally, we run bivariate regressions of ω 
with each dependent variable, and estimated for each regression the λ values; for these 
regressions we also used the option Continuous: Regression of BayesTraits.  The tree used for all 
the analyses was a maximum likelihood gene tree produced on RAxML v.8 (Stamatakis 2014) 
with the CAT approximation and 100 bootstrap replicates.  The tree does not need to be 
ultrametric to run these analysis since all branch lengths from root to tip have the same length.  
Prediction 3: Bat populations exposed to trypanosome parasites have higher ω in the TLR2 gene 
than unexposed populations  
We used a set of 125 samples of Pteronotus parnellii, 81 from mainland Latin America and 44 
from the Caribbean, and two samples of P. quadridens as outgroups (Appendix 6.4). We 
screened for Trypanosoma parasites using a nested PCR protocol, and subsequent sequencing of 
PCR positive animals (Noyes et al. 1999). Phylogenetic placement of detected trypanosomes was 
conducted elsewhere (Chapter 5). In addition, we genotyped all these P. parnellii samples for 
753 bp of the TLR2 gene. Also, 643 bp of the mitochondrial COI gene were sequenced for the P. 
parnellii samples from the Caribbean, using the cocktail CVF1LFt1/C_VR1LRt1 of DNA 
barcoding primers for mammals (Clare et al. 2007; Borisenko et al. 2008). The mainland samples 
of P. parnellii were previously sequenced by Clare et al. (2013), and are available in GenBank 
(Appendix 6.4).   
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The alignment of the TLR2 gene was phased in DNAsp (Librado and Rozas 2009) using 
the algorithm PHASE (Stephens and Donnelly 2003). For reduced alignments containing only 
one sequence per haplotype, maximum likelihood gene trees were estimated in RAxML v.8 
(Stamatakis 2014) using the GTRGAMMA model with 1,000 bootstrap replicates. We calculated 
nucleotide diversity (Pi) and conducted a neutrality tests (Tajima’s D) in DNAsp (Librado and 
Rozas 2009). We also attempted to run a McDonald and Kreitman Test (MKT), but it could not 
be computed since this test builds a contingency table between fixed mutations and polymorphic 
sites among synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions (McDonald and Kreitman 1991), and 
no fixed mutations are present in the TLR2 gene between Mainland and Caribbean populations. 
We generated a non-metric multi dimensional scaling plot in the software PAST v.3 (Hammer et 
al. 2001) to visualize associations between trypanosome infection status with genotypic data 
(COI and TLR2 genes) and geographic distribution (Appendix 6.5)  
As a exploratory analysis, we tested the directional hypothesis that ω of the trypanosome 
exposed populations (mainland) is higher than the ω of the trypanosome-free populations 
(Caribbean). Using the maximum likelihood phylogeny of TLR2 alleles, we calculated average ω 
values, separately for the terminal branches of the alleles found in the mainland and the 
Caribbean. Using the log Likelihood estimates, we conducted LRT, as in section 1 (Bielawski 
and Yang 2005). Lastly, we tested for the genetic association between TLR2 genotypes and 
trypanosome infections. We selected the TLR2 genotypes with sample sizes greater than 10 
(n=2), and ran a Pearson’s Chi-square test between proportions of trypanosome infected (case) 
and non-infected bats (control) to test the null hypothesis of no differences between case and 




Prediction 1:  TLR2 ω is higher in bats than in other mammals 
A burst of positive selection was detected on the branch leading to bats (ω = 1.88), which is 
highly significant (p = 0.008) compared with the average ω = 0.29 of the entire mammalian 
phylogeny (Table 6.1). However, the bat branches (ω = 0.31) were not significantly different 
from the average of the phylogeny (p = 0.07). The comparisons for the other groups of mammal 
resulted in ω values of less than 1 and non significant, including the ω for the root of the muroid 
rodents (Table 6.1), which was one of the longest branches in the TLR2 gene tree (Fig. 6.2).  
 We detected three codons under positive selection, as indicated by concordance between 
two or more methods used (Table 6.2). Mapping these codons on the crystal structure of the 
TLR1-TLR2 dimer revealed that two codons (135 and 200) are located on the ectodomain of the 
TLR2 protein, and therefore likely interact with pathogens (Fig. 6.3). One (codon 512) is located 
well into the endodomain of the TLR2 protein (not depicted on the TLR2 model), and does not 
interact with pathogens.  
Prediction 2:  Bats’ traits associated with higher risk of parasitism are correlated with higher ω of 
the TLR2 gene 
All terminal branches of bats show ω values lower than 1, with exception of the pteropodid bat 
Megaloglossus woermani with a ω = 1.47 (Appendix 6.3). The value of λ = 0.45 of ω is 
significantly different from λ = 0.0 and λ = 1.0, indicating that ω is not evolving under a strict 
Brownian motion model (i.e., phylogenetic non-independence), nor under a strict star-topology 
model (i.e., phylogenetic independence).  Also, ω is not evolving under phylogenetic 
directionality (e.g., random walk model [Model A] is not significantly different from the 
directional model [Model B]). The phylogenetic regressions, with λ,  returned low regression 
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coefficients (R2) for all variables (Fig. 6.4) indicating a random association between the studied 
traits and the ω values of the terminal bat branches. However, as expected the model fit 
improved in the multivariate analyses, with all the variables explaining 25% of the variation, 
with an estimated λ of 0.50.  
Prediction 3: Bat populations exposed to trypanosome parasites have higher ω in the TLR2 gene 
than unexposed populations  
From the tested animals for trypanosomes, as expected, none from the Caribbean were infected. 
On the other hand, 30 samples from the mainland were found positive: 4 infected by T. cruzi and 
26 for an undescribed species of Trypanosoma parasite (Fig. 6.5).  The variation of the COI and 
the TLR2 genes within P. parnellii indicate highly structured variation on the COI gene, but 
shallow divergences among TLR2 alleles (Fig. 6.6). Statistics of nucleotide diversity (Pi) are 
close to three times higher in the mainland than in the Caribbean, roughly similar to the 
differences in sample sizes. Tajima’s D measurements are not significantly different from the 
neutral expectation for both genes, although D values are negative for TLR2 gene and positive 
for COI (Table 6.3). With the non-metric multidimensional scaling plots, we observed a 
separation between the exposed (mainland) and trypanosome-free (Caribbean) populations, and 
also a clear distinction between positive and negative samples (Fig. 6.7).  
The LRT between mainland and Caribbean populations determined a non-significant 
pattern of higher mean ω in mainland than in the Caribbean (Table 6.4). Equally, the random 
association between common TLR2 genotypes and the infection with trypanosomes could not be 




In this contribution we tested three predictions about the evolution of the TLR2 gene in bats (Fig. 
6.1), and found mixed support for these predictions. We found that 1) the TLR2 gene in bats 
does not differ in average ω from other mammals, but found that the branch leading to bats is 
under positive selection. 2) Traits associated with disease risk in bats do not explain the variation 
in ω of the terminal braches. 3) Exposed populations of Pteronotus parnellii to trypanosome 
parasites had higher ω than non exposed populations, but this association was not significant. 
Here we discuss potential drivers of these patterns, and discuss alternatives for future research.     
Our knowledge on the evolution of TLR2 gene in mammals is limited to a few species; 
the most comprehensive study only included 23 species of a few orders with little representation 
of specious groups as rodents and no representation of bats, and was restricted to finding codons 
under positive selection (Areal et al. 2011). Here we analyzed 120 species of mammals, with 
strong representation of bats, which have not been included in previous TLR2 gene studies, and 
acceptable sample sizes of muroid rodents, carnivorans, and artiodactyls (Fig. 6.2).  The branch 
based estimates of ω indicate that the TLR2 gene in mammals evolves under negative selection 
in all groups well represented in our phylogeny. This pattern is in line with other research on the 
TLR2 gene at broad phylogenetic scales (Wlasiuk and Nachman 2010a; Areal et al. 2011; 
Tschirren et al. 2011). However, one striking exception is the branch that leads to bats, that 
presents positive selection (Fig. 6.2). Patterns of internal branches under positive selection are 
indicative of bursts of selection associated with cladogenesis (Bielawski and Yang 2005). It 
would be interesting to test if this pattern holds also for immunity genes in general; if this is the 
case, it may indicate that the origins of bats are associated with functional changes in immunity. 
Support for this idea also comes from a comparison between the genomes of two species of bats; 
in the branch leading to these two species, a few innate immunity genes were found to be under 
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positive selection (Zhang et al. 2013).  Furthermore, an intriguing hypothesis indicates that the 
origins of bats have linked unique biological traits of bats (i.e., ability to fly, rapid changes in 
body temperature and long lifespan relative to body mass), with special innate immunity 
adaptations, and as a consequence of these concerted adaptations, bats are able to host a great 
diversity of pathogens (Wang et al. 2011; O’Shea et al. 2014). Data supporting this hypothesis 
from the innate immunity system standpoint is the weakest, and more research on bat immunity 
is required (Wang et al. 2011; Baker et al. 2013).  
Certain species traits may increase contact of hosts with pathogens causing high risk of 
infection (e.g., Nunn and Altizer 2006). It has been demonstrated that species having these traits 
and higher loads of parasites than other species may have adaptations in their immunity system. 
For example, Wlasiuk and Nachman (2010b) found that ω of immunity genes is correlated with 
promiscuity in primates, and MacManes and Lacey (2012) demonstrated that in two species of 
Peromyscus mice, positive selection is higher in the promiscuous species that is more exposed to 
sexually transmitted pathogens, than in the monogamous species. Thus, comparative studies 
correlating diverse traits thought to influence infection risk with ω values of immunity genes 
seem a viable exploratory approach to identify drivers of evolution of immunity genes (Wlasiuk 
and Nachman 2010b). Our search for such drivers of the TLR2 gene evolution in bats resulted in 
no associations with the explored variables (Fig. 6.4). Additional associations with other traits 
should be explored (e.g., promiscuity variables), and also other comparative methods potentially 
more suitable for ω values should be used (e.g., Lartillot and Poujol 2011).   
Studies in rodents have determined that the TLR2 gene is associated with populations 
divergences, and also with parasitism by a common microparasite; however, these patterns seem 
taxon specific and not general (Tschirren et al. 2012; Tschirren et al. 2013). Motivated by the 
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idea that intraspecific variation within the TLR2 gene could also be associated with infection 
with Trypanosoma parasites, we tested if ω values were greater in exposed populations than in 
and unexposed populations of the bat Pteronotus parnellii to these parasites. Our results indicate 
a greater ω in exposed populations, but these results were non-significant, potentially due to the 
unequal sampling between populations (Appendix 6.5), and relative low sample size (21 TLR2 
alleles). Also, there is not a clear pattern for the shallow divergences among TLR2 alleles, and 
lack of reciprocal monophyly, as opposed to what was observed in the fast evolving 
mitochondrial COI gene (Fig. 6.6). 
In recent years bats have been implicated with the emergence of potentially lethal 
pathogens to humans such as Ebola, SARS, and Nipah viruses (Yob et al. 2001; Leroy et al. 
2005; Li et al. 2005). These episodes of pathogen host-switches have triggered studies on viral 
and non-viral pathogen diversity in bats (e.g., Schaer et al. 2013; Cottontail et al. 2014), and 
studies of correlations with traits associated with high diversity of these pathogens (e.g., 
Turmelle and Olival 2009; Luis et al. 2013). These patterns have promoted further hypothesis to 
include the innate immune system as a key player (Wang et al. 2011), but the data is scant (e.g., 
Cowled et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2013). Results, as those presented here, would help on building 
our knowledge on chiropteran innate immunity, and may allow disentangling the complex 
associations between pathogens and their bat hosts.  
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Table 6.1. ω values of branch tests of the TLR2 gene for selected branches of the mammalian 
phylogeny. Likelihood ratio tests (LRT) and associated p values correspond to comparisons 
between the lnL of the selected braches vs. the lnL of the whole mammalian phylogeny.   
Models  ω lnL LRT p 
Whole mammalian phylogeny  0.2875 -30981.51  -  - 
Bat root   1.8819 -30977.99 7.04 0.008** 
Bat branches 0.3130 -30979.83 3.36 0.07 
Phyllostomid branches 0.2641 -30981.04 0.94 0.33 
Vespertilionid branches  0.2713 -30981.38 0.26 0.61 
Pteropodid branches  0.3451 -30980.91 1.20 0.27 
Carnivoran branches  0.3419 -30980.43 2.16 0.14 
Ruminantiamorpha branches  0.3541 -30980.37 2.28 0.13 
Muroid (minus Spalacidae) branches  0.2676 -30980.99 1.04 0.31 
Muroid (minus Spalacidae) root  0.2697 -30981.49 0.04 0.84 

















Table 6.2. Codons of the TLR2 gene under positive selection as estimated by four branch-site 
methods. Codons underlined are those identified by more than one method (i.e., 135, 200, and 
512).   
 
Methods 
MEME SLAC FEL FUBAR
3 135 135 83 
135 148 512 135 
164 515   172 
177 195 
200     200 
228 
250       
364 
452       
470 
471       
512 
516       
536 













Table 6.3. Tajima’s D and Pi values for the TLR2 and COI genes of Pteronotus parnellii.    
TLR2 COI 
Tajima's D Pi Tajima's D Pi 
D p D p 
Mainland -1.43637 > 0.10 0.00132   1.99846 > 0.05 0.05134 


















Table 6.4. ω values of the TLR2 gene for branches of the Pteronotus parnellii gene tree. LRT 
tests and associated p values correspond to comparisons between the lnL of the selected braches 
vs. the lnL of the whole P. parnellii phylogeny, with exception of comparison 4, where lnL of 
Mainland braches was contrasted with the lnL of Caribbean braches.    
Models  ω lnL LRT p 
1. Whole P. parnellii phylogeny 0.4003 -1313.74  -  - 
2. Mainland branches vs. 1 0.8895 -1312.89 1.7 0.19 
3. Caribbean branches vs. 1 0.296 -1313.69 0.1 0.75 















Table 6.5. Test of genetic association between the two most common TLR2 genotypes of 
Pteronotus parnellii and trypanosome infection.   
TLR2 genotypes 
All11_All11 All17_All17 
Trypanosome Positive (case) 3 (18.75%) 13 (81.25%) 
Trypanosome Negative (control) 12 (17.14%) 58 (82.86%) 

































Figure 6.3. Crystal structure of the TLR1-TLR2 heterodimer, with two positively selected sites 










Figure 6.5. Infection of Pteronotus parnellii with Trypanosoma parasites. A) Samples of P. 
parnellii infected with two species of trypanosomes. B) Bayesian phylogeny of species of the 
Trypanosoma cruzi clade indicating with black arrows the phylogenetic placement of the two 




Figure 6.6. Maximum likelihood gene trees of the studied loci. A) Gene tree of TLR2 alleles. B) 
Gene tree of COI haplotypes. Red boxes indicate Caribbean origin, and blue boxes indicate 
mainland origin. Numbers at the right of boxes indicate number of chromosomes sharing the 
same TLR2 allele, or number of bats sharing the same haplotype.  Main clades of the COI gene 




Figure 6.7. Non-metric multidimentional scaling plots of variables of geographic origin, 
gentoypes, and trypanosome infection status. A) Clusters identified by Caribbean (red) and 
mainland (blue) origin. B) Clusters identified by trypanosome negative (red), and trypanosome 




Conclusions and Future Work 
Conclusions  
Chapter 2. TcBat a bat-exclusive lineage of Trypanosoma cruzi in the Panama Canal Zone, 
with comments on its classification and the use of the 18S rRNA gene for lineage 
identification 
Three main conclusions were obtained of this chapter: 1) Tcbat, a lineage of T. cruzi circulating 
mostly in bats, has a wide distribution. 2) The gene 18S rRNA is a useful marker to identify non-
hybrid lineages of T. cruzi. 3) Tcbat is so distinctive genetically from the traditional Diagnostic 
Typing Units (DTU) of T. cruzi, that it deserves to be recognized as the 7th DTU.  This chapter 
was published in Infection, Genetics and Evolution (Pinto et al. 2012).  
Chapter 3. Bats, trypanosomes, and triatomines in Ecuador: new insights into the diversity, 
transmission, and origins of Trypanosoma cruzi and Chagas disease 
Here we demonstrated that most of the genetic diversity is concentrated in T. c. marinkellei, the 
subspecies of T. cruzi that is restricted to bats. Based on this finding, we discussed that T. cruzi 
likely has an origin form bat parasites. We also presented a potential scenario on how T. cruzi 
could have originated by a host switching from bats to terrestrial mammals, and how Chagas 
disease could have appeared in humans by multiple host switches from wild mammals to humans 
via different species of triatomine vectors. Lastly or Ecuadorian records of  T. c. marinkellei and 
Tcbat indicate the ubiquity of these bat restricted lineages.  
Chapter 4. High local diversity of Trypanosoma in a common bat species, and implications 
for the biogeography and taxonomy of the T. cruzi clade 
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Our results increased to 15 the species recognized in the T. cruzi clade, but for the lack of 
resolution at the base of the clade, the biogeographic origins of the group remain elusive. The 
findings of a high number of trypanosomes infecting a common mammal in a single locality 
talks about how little is known the diversity of trypanosomes. Also, we demonstrated that species 
delimitation methods can be readily applied to trypanosomes. The results of this research are 
published in Plos One (Cottontail et al. 2014).  
Chapter 5. Origins of Trypanosoma cruzi and evolution of bat-trypanosome associations 
Our two-step framework to study the origins of zoonotic diseases was a success to re-analyze the 
origins of T. cruzi.  This framework include testing the species limits of the pathogen involved in 
human cases, and conducting a large survey of parasites closely related to the pathogen of 
interest in a wide sample of hosts. We recognized three species within T. cruzi sensu lato: T. 
cruzi, T. marinkellei, and a new species that previously was thought to be part of T. marinkellei. 
This new classification is remarkable because it restricts the pathogen T. cruzi to only those 
lineages that infect non-volant mammals (including Tcbat) and humans. The survey of 
trypanosomes in a large set of mammalian tissues form the Americas, Africa, South East Asia, 
and Australasia increased by >50% the number of species in the T. cruzi clade, y by >70% the 
number of species of the T. theileri clade.  Again, these numbers emphasize how poorly known 
are the trypanosome species infecting mammals. Also, we identified that bats are the ancestral 
hosts of the T. cruzi clade, and other trypanosome clades with bat hosts are the T. theileri and T. 
brucei clades.  
Chapter 6. Comparative evolution of the TLR2 gene in bats: effects of phylogeny, life traits 
and parasite exposure 
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Here we found that 1) the root brach of the TLR2 gene of bats present signals of positive 
selection but the others branches evolve under negative selection; 2) there are low correlations 
between ω and traits typically associated with higher risk of acquiring infections; and 3) in the 
species P. parnellii, thre are not significant differences between exposed and unexposed 
populations, and TLR2 genotypes are not associated with trypanosome infections. Data on 
immunity genes of bats is very limited, but results, as those obtained in this chapter, would help 
on building our knowledge on chiropteran innate immunity, and may allow disentangling the 




A proposal for further study of evolutionary history of mammal-trypanosome associations 
using museum collections 
Abstract 
Comparative biology studies of host-parasite associations (e.g., phylogenetics, 
phylogeography, and coevolution of immunity and infection) are not common because of 
difficulties in accessing representative samples and acquiring relevant genetic data. However, 
study of evolutionary associations between mammals and their trypanosome parasites are now 
highly feasible because of advances in DNA sequencing, an abundance of genomic resources for 
mammals and trypanosomes, and comprehensive collections available in large museums.  With 
these advantages, I propose to test seven hypotheses, arranged within three key objectives: 
Objective 1: Clarify the tree-of-life, and biogeography of mammalian trypanosomes. Objective 
2: Analyze the host associations and phylogeography of two cosmopolitan and common 
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mammalian parasites, Trypanosoma dionisii and T. lewisi. Objective 3: Understand genetic 
aspects of the evolutionary arms-race between mammals and trypanosomes. It is expected that 
the results may constitute a valuable model for understanding the joint evolutionary history of 
hosts and parasites. The methods applied in this research can be extrapolated to other 
organisms,in particular to blood-borne parasites that cannot be cultured easily and to hosts not 
easily encountered in the wild.  
 
Introduction 
Studies of host-parasite associations using truly integrative evolutionary approaches are elusive, 
mainly because most parasite studies address model organisms, allowing for limited 
examinations of comparative biology across related species. One fundamental study system for 
host-parasite associations, with broad evolutionary and medical significance, comprises 
mammals and their trypanosome parasites (Hoare 1972). Mammals harbor dozens of species of 
the protozoan parasites Trypanosoma spp.; however, detailed biological information is available 
only for the two species than infect humans  (i.e., Trypanosoma brucei and T. cruzi), such as 
adaptations for host infection, and hostimmunity responses e.g.,  (Ouaissi et al. 2002; Uzureau et 
al. 2013). For remaining trypanosome species, data available from the model species  (e.g., 
candidate genes) can be used profitably to explore the biology of these less studied species. In 
order to better understand the evolutionary interplay between trypanosomes and mammals, the 
following aspects require special attention:  
 (1) Phylogenetics/Biogeography: Phylogenetic relationships among mammalian 
trypanosomes are poorly resolved. Several of the most important branches of the phylogeny are 
weakly supported(J. R. Stevens et al. 1999; Hamilton et al. 2004; Hamilton et al. 2007), with the 
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limited taxon sampling and few markers used to date clearly insufficient to generate a robust 
phylogeny  (in these phylogenies, mammalian trypanosomes are shown as paraphyletic, but 
statistical supports are very low.) Thus, a classical hypothesis, H1: most mammalian 
trypanosomes form a monophyletic group, has not been convincingly rejected (Hamilton et al. 
2007) and requires further testing. Once a robust phylogeny of trypanosomes is available, 
another classical hypothesis, in parasitological biogeography, can also be convincingly tested—
H2: mammalian trypanosomes originated in southern continents (J. R. Stevens et al. 1999).  
   (2) Phylogeography: Two widespread trypanosome species are especially amenable to 
phylogeographic studies. My dissertation has revealed that T. dionisii and T. lewisi are common 
parasites with a wider geographic distribution than previously realized. While T. dionisii has 
been found parasitizing bats in South America and Europe (Hamilton, Cruickshank, et al. 2012), 
my new findings also associate this parasite with bats in Madagascar and North America, 
implying a cosmopolitan distribution for this species. Similarly, T. lewisi, associated with rats of 
the genus Rattus, has acquired a wide distribution via human-mediated introductions, jumping to 
native hosts globally (Wyatt et al. 2008; Maia da Silva et al. 2010; Dobigny et al. 2011; Tang et 
al. 2012). This similarity in global distributions, generated by different processes, allows for 
testing the following hypotheses—H3: The naturally widespread T. dionisii shows more 
geographic structure than T. lewisi; H4: T. lewisi, associated with invasive species, shows 
signs of multiple introductions, unlike T. dionisii; and H5: T. dionisii infects a phylogenetic 
wider set of hosts than T. lewisi across itsnaturally wide distribution. 
 (3) Evolutionary arms-race: An evolutionary arms-race is expected between the 
immune system of hosts  (defenses) and the infectious properties of parasites  (offenses). 
Mammalian hosts have a suit of immunity genes to detect trypanosomes (Gazzinelli and Denkers 
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2006; Silva et al. 2009); mammalian trypanosomes have two main offense strategies A) immune 
evasion by shedding cell-membrane proteins (MacGregor et al. 2012; Oladiran and Belosevic 
2012), and B) invasion of host cells (Andrade and Andrews 2005; Nagajyothi et al. 2011). It is 
not known how the genes involved in defense and offense have evolved.Since these genes are 
likely adaptive, the hypothesis—H6: defense and offense genes show signatures of positive 
selection—can be tested. Following expectations of the ‘Red Queen’ effect (Bell 1982; Schmid-
Hempel 2011), a further hypothesis—H7: Defense and offense genes have co-evolved during 
the evolutionary history of mammals and trypanosomes—can be robustly addressed in 
phylogenetic perspective. 
Objectives 
The main objective of this research is to have a better understanding of the evolution of 
mammal-trypanosome associations.  It is expected that by testing the seven hypotheses 
mentioned above, the following objectives will be met:   
Objective 1: Clarify the tree-of-life, and biogeography, of mammalian trypanosomes 
Objective 2: Analyze the host associations and phylogeography of two cosmopolitan and 
common mammalian parasites, Trypanosoma dionisii and T. lewisi. 
Objective 3: Understand genetic aspects of the evolutionary arms-race between mammals and 
trypanosomes 
Methodology 
 (1)  Clarify the tree-of-life and biogeography of mammalian trypanosomes 
Around 800 blood and tissue samples  (liver or muscle) of mammals from the Americas, 
Eurasia, Africa, and Australasia will be surveyed for trypanosome parasites using a nested PCR 
protocol (Noyes et al. 1999). Based on my previous screenings, ~10% of samples  (n~=80) can 
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be expected to be positive for trypanosomes. These samples, plus an additional ca. 100 selected 
lineages obtained during my PhD work, and additional trypanosome samples from cultures and 
fixed blood smears, will be sequenced for around 70 loci of varying evolutionary rate, including 
markers used for parts  (2) and  (3)  (see below). Because the DNA samples that will be used  
(i.e., DNA extracted from mammalian tissues and fixed blood smears) are not ideal for direct 
Sanger sequencing because of the low concentration of trypanosome DNA, I will use a target 
capture procedure, using MYselect capture system, and subsequent sequencing in an Illumina 
platform (Ávila-Arcos et al. 2011).  To provide a robust phylogeny of mammalian trypanosomes, 
I will analyze all the sequenced loci using maximum likelihood, Bayesian inference, and species 
tree analyses in RAxML (Stamatakis 2006), MrBayes (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003) and 
*Beast (Heled and Drummond 2009), respectively. With the phylogeny generated, it will be 
possible to elucidate the biogeographic origins of mammalian trypanosomes with a Lagrange  
(Ree and Smith 2008) approach.  
 (2) Analyze host associations and phylogeography of two cosmopolitan parasites, Trypanosoma 
dionisii and T. lewisi. 
For samples positive for T. dionisii and T. lewisi, genetic data will be analyzed under a 
statistical phylogeography framework to test for single or multiple parasite introductions  
(Estoup and Guillemaud 2010). Using the software packages DIYABC (Cornuet et al. 2008) and 
popABC (Lopes et al. 2009), different scenarios will be modeled and evaluated. Geographic 
structuring will be evaluated using phylogenetic analyses and estimating effective population 
sizes (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003; Stamatakis 2006; Heled and Drummond 2009). Using 
available data in Genbank, I will generate phylogenies of the mammalian hosts infected with T. 
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dionisii and T. lewisi to calculate metrics of host specificity (Poulin and Mouillot 2003) and infer 
the phylogenetic breadth of hosts that may allow the wide distribution of these parasites.  
  (3) Understand genetic aspects of the evolutionary arms-race between mammals and 
trypanosomes 
Mammalian genes involved in trypanosome recognition  (CCR5, IL-10, MyD88, NOD2, 
Siglec-E, TLR2, TLR4, and TLR9) (Hunter et al. 1997; Drennan et al. 2005; Machado et al. 
2005; Gazzinelli and Denkers 2006; Silva et al. 2009), and trypanosome genes for immune 
evasion and cell invasion  (HSP70 gene family, KMP11 –a cluster of 4 genes-, and Tc52) (Glass 
et al. 1986; Tolson et al. 1994; Ouaissi et al. 2002) will be sequenced using a target enrichment 
procedure as explained in section  (1). Additional mammalian samples for sequencing immunity 
genes will be selected from species of the orders Artiodactyla, Chiroptera, and Rodentia, the 
main hosts for trypanosomes. To identify signatures of positive or negative selection  (on codons, 
entire sequences, and branches of phylogenetic trees of these genes), Maximum Likelihood 
models will be employed using the software PAML (Yang 2007). Codons, sequences, and 
branches under selection will be mapped on trypanosome and mammalian phylogenetic trees, 
respectively, to investigate if there is correspondence of selection forces across offense and 










APPENDIX  3.1 
GenBank accession numbers. 18S rRNA and cytb sequences used in this study with 
corresponding GenBank accession numbers within brackets. Codes in bold indicate the 
sequences newly generated for this research. 
18S rRNA 
Trypanosoma cruzi marinkellei: MBC_1539 [GenBank: XXXXXXX]; MBC_1540 
[GenBank: XXXXXXX]; MBC_1544 [GenBank: XXXXXXX]; MBC_1549 [GenBank: 
XXXXXXX]; MBC_1553 [GenBank: XXXXXXX]; TK15182 [GenBank: XXXXXXX]; B3 
[GenBank: FJ649484]; B7 [GenBank: AJ009150]; CBT10 [GenBank: JX845157]; CBT11 
[GenBank: JX845158]; CBT19 [GenBank: JX845159]; CBT3 [GenBank: JX845151]; CBT32 
[GenBank: JX845160]; CBT33 [GenBank: JX845161]; CBT35 [GenBank: JX845162]; CBT36 
[GenBank: JX845163]; CBT4 [GenBank: JX845152]; CBT5 [GenBank: JX845153]; CBT7 
[GenBank: JX845154]; CBT8 [GenBank: JX845155]; CBT9 [GenBank: JX845156]; Mor61 
[GenBank: JX845164]; Mor86 [GenBank: JX845165]; Pomor24 [GenBank: JX845166]; 
TCCUSP1067 [GenBank: FJ001649]; TCCUSP332 [GenBank: FJ001635]; TCCUSP344 
[GenBank: FJ001664]; TCCUSP420 [GenBank: FJ001636]; TCCUSP421 [GenBank: 
FJ001637]; TCCUSP423 [GenBank: FJ001638]; TCCUSP424 [GenBank: FJ001639]; 
TCCUSP426 [GenBank: FJ001640]; TCCUSP466 [GenBank: FJ001641]; TCCUSP477 
[GenBank: FJ001642]; TCCUSP478 [GenBank: FJ001643]; TCCUSP485 [GenBank: 
FJ001644]; TCCUSP494 [GenBank: FJ001645]; TCCUSP501 [GenBank: FJ001665]; 
TCCUSP510 [GenBank: FJ001646]; TCCUSP626 [GenBank: FJ001647]; TCCUSP708 
[GenBank: FJ001648]; TryCC1067 [GenBank: XXXXXXXX]; TryCC1089 [GenBank: 
EU867808]; TryCC1093 [GenBank: EU867809]; TryCC1093 [GenBank: EU867809]; 
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TryCC1702 [GenBank: FJ900244]; TryCC1708 [GenBank: FJ900245]; TryCC419 [GenBank: 
XXXXXXXX]; TryCC502 [GenBank: XXXXXXXX]; TryCC611 [GenBank: FJ900243]. 
Tcbat:  MCQ_1495 [GenBank: XXXXXXX]; MCQ_1505 [GenBank: XXXXXXX]; 
044_AJ_Guanabano_1 [GenBank: JQ965534]; 053_AJ_Guanabano [GenBank: JQ965548]; 
055_AJ_Guanabano [GenBank: JQ965537]; 074_AJ_Guanabano [GenBank: JQ965542]; 
082_AJ_Bohio_1 [GenBank: JQ965532]; 100_AJ_Guava [GenBank: JQ965541]; 
141_AJ_Gigante [GenBank: JQ965540]; 159_AJ_Gigante [GenBank: JQ965546]; 
184_AJ_Gigante_1 [GenBank: JQ965539]; 215_AJ_Guava [GenBank: JQ965538]; 
223_AJ_Guava [GenBank: JQ965545]; 227_AJ_Guava [GenBank: JQ965536]; 229_AJ_Guava 
[GenBank: JQ965535]; 230_AJ_Guava [GenBank: JQ965547]; 243_AJ_Guava [GenBank: 
JQ965544]; 264_AJ_Leon [GenBank: JQ965543]; 283_AJ_Leon [GenBank: JQ965533]; 
TryCC1122 [GenBank: FJ001628]. ; TryCC1994 [GenBank: FJ001634]; TryCC203 [GenBank: 
FJ001617]; TryCC204 [GenBank: FJ001618]; TryCC294 [GenBank: FJ001619]; TryCC312 
[GenBank: FJ001620]; TryCC480 [GenBank: EU867804]; TryCC499 [GenBank: FJ001622]; 
TryCC597 [GenBank: FJ001623]; TryCC793 [GenBank: FJ001634]; TryCC947 [GenBank: 
FJ001626]; TryCC949 [GenBank: FJ001627]. 
TcI: TryCC417 [GenBank: FJ001631]; AEAAB  [GenBank: AY491763]; AM-ANV  [GenBank: 
EU755222]; AR5P  [GenBank: FJ183394]; AV-AAF  [GenBank: EU755221]; DRS  [GenBank: 
FJ549378]; EP24X  [GenBank: FJ549371]; EP31P  [GenBank: FJ549372].; G  [GenBank: 
AF239981]; Honduras [GenBank: AY785581]; PAN ma1  [GenBank: FJ549381]; Roma 06  
[GenBank: FJ549375]; TryCC1108 [GenBank: FJ549382]; TryCC1109 [GenBank: EU867806]; 
TryCC1116 [GenBank: EU867807]; TryCC1145 [GenBank:  XXXXXXXX]; TryCC507 
[GenBank: FJ001632]; TryCC515 [GenBank:  XXXXXXXX]; TryCC540 [GenBank: 
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FJ555616]; TryCC588 [GenBank:  XXXXXXXX]; TryCC640 [GenBank: FJ001633]; 
TryCC642 [GenBank: FJ001624]; TryCC649 [GenBank: EU755225]; TryCC669 [GenBank: 
EU755227]; TryCC674 [GenBank:  XXXXXXXX]; TryCC884 [GenBank: FJ549377]; 
XE6863/3  [GenBank: FJ549379]. 
TcII: Y  [GenBank: AF301912]; 573LU  [GenBank: FJ001625]; Basileu  [GenBank: FJ001629]; 
Esmeraldo cl3 [GenBank: AY785564]; IB42X  [GenBank: FJ001616]; Peru  [GenBank: 
X53917]; Sinesio  [GenBank: FJ001621]; TryCC873 [GenBank: XXXXXXXX]. 
TcIII: MT3869  [GenBank: AF303660]; Arma 13 cl1 [GenBank: FJ549385]; MS2682  
[GenBank: EU755230].; MT3663  [GenBank: AF288660]; QJIII  [GenBank: FJ549380]; 
TryCC844 [GenBank: AF303660]; TryCC862 [GenBank: FJ183397]; TryCC863 [GenBank: 
FJ549376]. 
TcIV: Jose Julio  [GenBank: AY491761]; MS2440  [GenBank: EU755224]; TryCC661 
[GenBank: EU755226]; TryCC668 [GenBank: FJ183396]; TryCC698 [GenBank: EU755228]; 
TryCC82 [GenBank: EU755217]; TryCC82 [GenBank: EU755218]. 
TcV: TryCC967 [GenBank: AF228685]; Sc43cl1 [GenBank: AF228685]. 
TcVI: CL Brener [GenBank: AF245383]. 
Trypanosoma dionisii: TryCC1110 [GenBank: FJ001662]; TryCC495 [GenBank: FJ001667]; 
TryCC1147 [GenBank: FJ001663]. 





Trypanosoma cruzi marinkellei: MBC_1539 [GenBank: XXXXXXX]; MBC_1540 
[GenBank: XXXXXXX]; MBC_1544 [GenBank: XXXXXXX]; MBC_1549 [GenBank: 
XXXXXXX]; MBC_1553 [GenBank: XXXXXXX]; 225 [GenBank: JN651285]; 232 
[GenBank: JN651286]; 24 [GenBank: JN651278]; 26 [GenBank: JN651279]; 27 [GenBank: 
JN651280]; 278 [GenBank: JN651284]; 79 [GenBank: JN651281]; 80 [GenBank: JN651282]; 
82 [GenBank: JN651283]; 84 [GenBank: JN651287]; M1117 [GenBank: AJ130927]; 
TCCUSP1067 [GenBank: FJ900247]; TCCUSP344 [GenBank: JN543701]; TCCUSP494 
[GenBank: FJ900246]; TCCUSP501 [GenBank: JN543702]; TryCC 1093 [GenBank: 
FJ002262]; TryCC1089 [GenBank: FJ900248]; TryCC1093 [GenBank: FJ002262].                                        
Tcbat: MCQ_1495 [GenBank: XXXXXXX]; MCQ_1505 [GenBank: XXXXXXX]; 13 
[GenBank: KC951627]; 2 [GenBank: KC951626]; FBN45 [GenBank: KC951624]; NY13 
[GenBank: KC951625]; SL2643 [GenBank: KC951623]; SL77 [GenBank: KC951621]; 
SLBAT1 [GenBank: KC951622]; TryCC1122 [GenBank: FJ002261]; TryCC203 [GenBank: 
FJ002253]; TryCC294 [GenBank: FJ002254]; TryCC597 [GenBank: FJ002257]; TryCC793 
[GenBank: FJ002258]; TryCC947 [GenBank: FJ002259]; TryCC949 [GenBank: FJ002260].  
TcI: 100 [GenBank: JX431268]; 10462P2C3 [GenBank: JX431281]; 10462P2C7 [GenBank: 
JX431282]; 108_Hap13 [GenBank: JF267940]; 10968P1C1 [GenBank: JX431283]; 113 
[GenBank: JX431269]; 11541 [GenBank: JQ581335]; 116 [GenBank: JX431270]; 11713 
[GenBank: JQ581336]; 11804 [GenBank: JQ581337]; 154 [GenBank: JX431271]; 203_Hap12 
[GenBank: JF267939]; 24tp18 [GenBank: EU559324]; 26tp18 [GenBank: EU559326]; 38 
[GenBank: JX431260]; 46 [GenBank: JX431261]; 54p18 [GenBank: EU559328]; 58p18 
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[GenBank: EU559327]; 5p18 [GenBank: EU559329]; 66 [GenBank: JX431262]; 67 [GenBank: 
JX431263]; 70 [GenBank: JX431264]; 71 [GenBank: JX431265]; 83 [GenBank: JX431266]; 
92090802Pcl1 [GenBank: JQ581332]; 95 [GenBank: JX431267]; A04F [GenBank: EU559323]; 
AAA7cl15 [GenBank: HQ713738]; AAB3cl2 [GenBank: HQ713707]; AAC1cl3 [GenBank: 
HQ713697]; AACf1cl2 [GenBank: HQ713746]; AAD6cl7 [GenBank: HQ713698]; AADm1cl1 
[GenBank: HQ713688]; AM-ANV [GenBank: EU856370]; ANITAII [GenBank: JX431272]; 
ANT3P1C6 [GenBank: JX431284]; AR5P [GenBank: FJ183398]; AV-AAF [GenBank: 
EU856369]; B2085 [GenBank: JQ581339]; CAM6 [GenBank: JX431273]; Cepa2cl6 [GenBank: 
HQ713709]; COTMA38 [GenBank: JQ581340]; Coy11cl15 [GenBank: HQ713737]; CRISTY 
[GenBank: JX431274]; Cuica cl1 [GenBank: AJ439719]; D16cl8 [GenBank: HQ713680]; 
D18cl10 [GenBank: HQ713679]; D1cl14 [GenBank: HQ713696]; D5cl7 [GenBank: 
HQ713694]; DAVIS990cl1 [GenBank: JQ581341]; Dm11cl7 [GenBank: HQ713692]; 
Dm38cl16 [GenBank: HQ713693]; Dm7cl6 [GenBank: HQ713695]; DRS [GenBank: 
FJ599394]; EHcl1 [GenBank: KF220728]; EHcl2 [GenBank: KF220727]; EHcl3 [GenBank: 
KF220725]; EHcl4 [GenBank: KF220729]; EHcl5 [GenBank: KF220726]; EP24X [GenBank: 
FJ549386]; EP31P [GenBank: FJ549387]; FCHcl1 [GenBank: KF220710];FCHcl15 [GenBank: 
KF220714]; FCHcl2 [GenBank: KF220711]; FCHcl3 [GenBank: KF220712]; FCHcl4 
[GenBank: KF220713]; G [GenBank: FJ156759]; Gal61cl16 [GenBank: HQ713689]; GCcl1 
[GenBank: KF220750]; GCcl2 [GenBank: KF220751]; GCcl3 [GenBank: KF220752]; GCcl4 
[GenBank: KF220753]; GCcl5 [GenBank: KF220754]; H10cl10 [GenBank: HQ713747]; Hap1 
[GenBank: JF267928]; Hap10 [GenBank: JF267937]; Hap11 [GenBank: JF267938]; Hap3 
[GenBank: JF267930]; IM4810 [GenBank: JQ581342]; LERcl1 [GenBank: KF220720]; 
LERcl12 [GenBank: KF220723]; LERcl14 [GenBank: KF220724]; LERcl15 [GenBank: 
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KF220721]; LERcl16 [GenBank: KF220722]; LJVPcl10 [GenBank: KF220744]; LJVPcl6 
[GenBank: KF220741]; LJVPcl7 [GenBank: KF220740]; LJVPcl8 [GenBank: KF220742]; 
LJVPcl9 [GenBank: KF220743]; M13 [GenBank: JQ581344]; M16cl4 [GenBank: JQ581346]; 
M18 [GenBank: JQ581345]; M7 [GenBank: JQ581343]; MICH1 [GenBank: JX431275]; N10 
[GenBank: KC951575]; N11 [GenBank: KC951576]; N13 [GenBank: KC951577]; N17 
[GenBank: KC951578]; N2 [GenBank: KC951579]; N22 [GenBank: KC951583]; N3134 
[GenBank: KC951585]; N32423 [GenBank: KC951584]; N5P14cl17 [GenBank: HQ713715]; 
N7 [GenBank: KC951580]; N8 [GenBank: KC951581]; N9 [GenBank: KC951582]; NA3cl4 
[GenBank: HQ713713]; NB2cl15 [GenBank: HQ713712]; NC2cl8 [GenBank: HQ713714]; 
NCHcl1 [GenBank: KF220735]; NCHcl2 [GenBank: KF220736]; NCHcl3 [GenBank: 
KF220737]; NCHcl4 [GenBank: KF220738]; NCHcl5 [GenBank: KF220739]; NDm1cl7 
[GenBank: HQ713686]; Necoclicl6 [GenBank: HQ713711]; NINOA [GenBank: JX431276]; 
NR1cl10 [GenBank: HQ713685]; P234 [GenBank: JQ581347]; P238 [GenBank: JQ581348]; 
P268 [GenBank: JQ581349]; PALDA20 [GenBank: JQ581353]; PALDA21 [GenBank: 
JQ581354]; PALDA4 [GenBank: JQ581351]; PALDA5 [GenBank: JQ581352]; PALDAV23 
[GenBank: JQ581350]; Palmascl7 [GenBank: HQ713710]; PANma1 [GenBank: FJ549397]; PLI 
[GenBank: JX431277]; QROI [GenBank: JX431278]; Roma06 [GenBank: FJ549390]; 
RP540Cl9 [GenBank: HQ713716]; RPALLcl1 [GenBank: KF220756]; RPALLcl2 [GenBank: 
KF220757]; RPALLcl3 [GenBank: KF220759]; RPALLcl4 [GenBank: KF220758]; RPALLcl5 
[GenBank: KF220755]; SanAntoniocl1 [GenBank: KF220715]; SanAntoniocl2 [GenBank: 
KF220716]; SanAntoniocl3 [GenBank: KF220717]; SanAntoniocl4 [GenBank: KF220718]; 
SanAntoniocl5 [GenBank: KF220719]; SC13 [GenBank: AJ130937]; SilvioX10 or X10 cl1 
[GenBank: AJ130928]; SJM22cl1 [GenBank: JQ581361]; SJM34 [GenBank: JQ581356]; 
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SJM37 [GenBank: JQ581357]; SJM39cl3 [GenBank: JQ581360]; SJM41 [GenBank: 
JQ581358]; SJMC12 [GenBank: JQ581359]; SL12 [GenBank: KC951587]; SL7389123 
[GenBank: KC951586]; SL890 [GenBank: KC951588]; SLA9cl9 [GenBank: HQ713704]; 
SLB3cl2 [GenBank: HQ713705]; SLD1Eccl6 [GenBank: HQ713740]; SLD2cl1 [GenBank: 
HQ713706]; SLDm1cl9 [GenBank: HQ713683]; SLDm2cl10 [GenBank: HQ713684]; SLF5cl10 
[GenBank: HQ713708]; SMAcl1 [GenBank: KF220748]; SMAcl3 [GenBank: KF220745]; 
SMAcl7 [GenBank: KF220746]; SMAcl8 [GenBank: KF220747]; SMAcl9 [GenBank: 
KF220749]; SN10cl3 [GenBank: HQ713748]; SN5cl7 [GenBank: HQ713736]; SR2cl7 
[GenBank: HQ713687]; T09 [GenBank: KC951590]; T23 [GenBank: KC951589]; TCCUSP269 
[GenBank: EU856369]; TCCUSP331 [GenBank: EU856370]; TcI [GenBank: KC951574]; 
Td11cl7 [GenBank: HQ713745]; Td2cl10 [GenBank: HQ713744]; Tdcl9 [GenBank: 
HQ713743]; TEH or Tehuentepec cl 2 [GenBank: AJ130938]; Til70_Hap7 [GenBank: 
JF267934]; TmPA1cl6 [GenBank: HQ713741]; TQI [GenBank: JX431279]; TryCC1107 
[GenBank: FJ555639]; TryCC1108 [GenBank: FJ549398]; TryCC1109 [GenBank: FJ549399]; 
TryCC1116 [GenBank: FJ549400]; TryCC1456 [GenBank: FJ555644]; TryCC1620 [GenBank: 
FJ555646]; TryCC417 [GenBank: FJ002255]; TryCC507 [GenBank: FJ002256]; TryCC540 
[GenBank: FJ555634]; TryCC640 [GenBank: FJ549391]; TryCC642 [GenBank: FJ549392]; 
TryCC876 [GenBank: FJ555636]; TryCC884 [GenBank: FJ555637]; TryCC971 [GenBank: 
FJ549394]; TVcl9 [GenBank: HQ713742]; U21231 [GenBank: KC951592]; USAARMAcl3 
[GenBank: JQ581338]; USAOPOSSUMcl2 [GenBank: JQ581355]; X1082cl9 [GenBank: 
HQ713702]; X1544cl10 [GenBank: HQ713701]; X236cl8 [GenBank: HQ713703]; X380cl23 
[GenBank: HQ713739]; XAL1 [GenBank: JX431280]; XCHcl11 [GenBank: KF220734]; 
XCHcl12 [GenBank: KF220733]; XCHcl13 [GenBank: KF220732]; XCHcl14 [GenBank: 
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KF220731]; XCHcl15 [GenBank: KF220730]; XE2929 [GenBank: JQ581362]; XE5167cl1 
[GenBank: JQ581363]; XE6863/3 [GenBank: FJ549395]; Y721 [GenBank: KC951591]; 
YAS1cl2 [GenBank: HQ713682]; YB1cl2 [GenBank: HQ713700]; YD1cl5 [GenBank: 
HQ713699]; YDm1Bcl3 [GenBank: HQ713681]; YDm1Mcl2 [GenBank: HQ713690]; YTT1cl1 
[GenBank: HQ713691].  
TcII: AA12 [GenBank: KC951599]; AA123 [GenBank: KC951601]; AA74 [GenBank: 
KC951600]; CBB [GenBank: AJ439722, JF267929]; Esmeraldo cl3 [GenBank: AJ130931]; 
Hap4 [GenBank: JF267931]; Hap5 [GenBank: JF267932]; IB42X  [GenBank: FJ183399]; 
N67213 [GenBank: KC951598]; SL5216 [GenBank: KC951595]; SL53 [GenBank: KC951602]; 
SL81 [GenBank: KC951594]; TU18 cl2 [GenBank: AJ130932]; U72 [GenBank: KC951593]; Y 
[GenBank: FJ168768]; Y11 [GenBank: KC951597]; Y77 [GenBank: KC951596].            
TcIII: AA1323 [GenBank: KC951604]; Arma13 [GenBank: FJ549401]; Arma18 [GenBank: 
FJ555649]; B13 [GenBank: KC951607]; B432 [GenBank: KC951609]; B9993 [GenBank: 
KC951608]; CM17 [GenBank: JQ581369]; M5631 [GenBank: AJ439720]; MS2682 or 
TCCUSP712 [GenBank: EU856374]; MT3663 [GenBank: EU856375]; QJIII [GenBank: 
FJ549396]; SL423 [GenBank: KC951603]; TryCC1079 [GenBank: FJ555638]; TryCC132 
[GenBank: FJ555631]; TryCC1323 [GenBank: FJ555640]; TryCC1356 [GenBank: FJ555641]; 
TryCC1386 [GenBank: FJ555642]; TryCC1437 [GenBank: FJ555643]; TryCC1457 [GenBank: 
FJ555645]; TryCC1637 [GenBank: FJ555647]; TryCC844 [GenBank: FJ555635]; TryCC862 
[GenBank: FJ183401]; TryCC863 [GenBank: FJ549393]; Y32 [GenBank: KC951605]; Y434 
[GenBank: KC951606]; Y489 [GenBank: KC951610].                                     
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TcIV: 10R26 [GenBank: JQ581366]; 91122102 [GenBank: FJ555648]; 92122102R [GenBank: 
JQ581365]; 93070103Pcl1 [GenBank: JQ581333]; 9354 [GenBank: JQ581334]; BN34 
[GenBank: KC951614]; C732 [GenBank: KC951611]; CACQcl14 [GenBank: HQ713724]; 
CanIII_cl1 [GenBank: AJ1309292]; CanIIIcl1 [GenBank: JQ581364]; CGcl16 [GenBank: 
HQ713729]; CP234 [GenBank: KC951613]; CP99 [GenBank: KC951612]; DAcl4 [GenBank: 
HQ713730]; DogT [GenBank: AJ130930]; DYRcl15 [GenBank: HQ713717]; EEBBcl10 
[GenBank: HQ713727]; EHcl1 [GenBank: HQ713728]; EMcl13 [GenBank: HQ713726]; 
ERAcl2 [GenBank: JQ581367]; FcHcl13 [GenBank: HQ713734]; FECcl15 [GenBank: 
HQ713722]; Griffin [GenBank: FJ555650]; I88 [GenBank: KC951615]; JEMcl2 [GenBank: 
HQ713720]; Jose Julio [GenBank: EU856368]; LCVcl3 [GenBank: HQ713718]; LERcl3 
[GenBank: HQ713733]; LJVPcl7 [GenBank: HQ713725]; LP12 [GenBank: KC951619]; LP4 
[GenBank: KC951618]; M6241 cl6 [GenBank: AJ130933]; MGcl15 [GenBank: HQ713732]; 
MS2440 [GenBank: EU856371]; NY345 [GenBank: KC951617]; NY4123 [GenBank: 
KC951616]; Saimiri3cl1 [GenBank: JQ581370]; SEVcl8 [GenBank: HQ713721]; SL87 
[GenBank: KC951620]; SMAcl8 [GenBank: HQ713731]; SPcl11 [GenBank: HQ713735]; 
STC10R [GenBank: FJ555651]; Stc33R [GenBank: AJ439727]; TCCUSP11 [GenBank: 
EU856376]; TCCUSP1441 [GenBank: EU856380]; TCCUSP337 [GenBank: EU856377]; 
TCCUSP338 [GenBank: EU856378]; TCCUSP778 [GenBank: EU856379]; TryCC206 
[GenBank: FJ555633]; TryCC668 [GenBank: EU856372]; TryCC698 [GenBank: EU856373]; 
TryCC82 [GenBank: EU856367]; X10610cl5 [GenBank: JQ581368]; Xchcl13 [GenBank: 
HQ713719]; YLYcl12 [GenBank: HQ713723].    
TcV: Xd103_Hap8 [GenBank: JF267935]; Xd143_Hap9 [GenBank: JF267936].                                                   
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TcVI: CH2 Hap6 [GenBank: JF267933]; 9280 [GenBank: AJ439725]; CL Brener [GenBank: 
AJ130935]; Guateque [GenBank: AJ439724]; MN cl2 [GenBank: AJ130934]; SC43 [GenBank: 
AJ439721]; Tulahuen cl2 [GenBank: AJ130936]; X1092 [GenBank: AJ439726]; X57 
[GenBank: AJ439723]; F0V195 [GenBank: EU559322]; MNcl2 [GenBank: EU559325]; 
TryCC187 [GenBank: FJ555632]; TryCC185 [GenBank: FJ549388]; TryCC186 [GenBank: 
FJ549389].                                               
Trypanosoma dionisii: TryCC211 [GenBank: FJ900249]; TryCC1110 [GenBank: FJ002263].  


















GenBank accession numbers of the samples used. Codes in bold represent the new sequences 






















List of 19 genes used for species delimitation analyses of T. cruzi sensu lato, including primers 





























































































Mammalian sequences of the TLR2 gene used for testing predictions 1 and 2. 
 Species GenBank accession number 
Ailuropoda melanoleuca   XM_002913846.1 
Anoura caudifer xxxxxxxx 
Antidorcas marsupialis  EU580538.1 
Apodemus alpicola  HM215600.1 
Apodemus flavicollis  HM215601.1 
Apodemus sylvaticus  HM215602.1 
Arvicola terrestris  HM215599.1 
Balaenoptera acutorostrata scammoni  XM_007189442.1 
Bos grunniens  KF977429.1 
Bos indicus EU746458.1 
Bos mutus  XM_005903794.1 
Bos taurus NM_174197.2 
Boselaphus tragocamelus  DQ286731.1 
Bubalus bubalis HM756162.1 
Canis lupus familiaris NM_001005264.3 
Capra hircus DQ872435.1 
Capra ibex  EU580540.1 
Carollia brevicauda xxxxxxxx 
Carollia castanea xxxxxxxx 
Carollia perspicillata xxxxxxxx 
Casinycteris argynnis xxxxxxxx 
Ceratotherium simum simum XM_004420930.1 
Cercocebus torquatus atys  EU204932.1 
Cervus nippon  HQ260631.1 
Chinchilla lanigera  XM_005400927.1 
Chionomys nivalis  HM215595.1 
Choeroniscus minor xxxxxxxx 
Condylura cristata  XM_004685335.1 
Cricetulus griseus  AF113614.1 
Damaliscus pygargus phillipsi  EU580541.1 
Dasypus novemcinctus  XM_004471450.1 
Desmodus rotundus xxxxxxxx 
Diphylla ecaudata xxxxxxxx 
Echinops telfairi  XM_004708715.1 
Elephantulus edwardii  XM_006884461.1 
Eothenomys smithii  HM215591.1 
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Epomops franqueti xxxxxxxx 
Eptesicus fuscus  XM_008144148.1 
Equus caballus  NM_001081796.1 
Equus przewalskii  XM_008524436.1 
Erinaceus europaeus  XM_007529450.1 
Eumops auripendulus xxxxxxxx 
Felis catus  XM_003984930.2 
Furipterus horrens xxxxxxxx 
Glauconycteris beatrix xxxxxxxx 
Glauconycteris humeralis xxxxxxxx 
Glossophaga soricina xxxxxxxx 
Glyphonycteris daviesi xxxxxxxx 
Harpiocephalus harpia xxxxxxxx 
Heterocephalus glaber  XM_004869207.1 
Hipposideros cyclops xxxxxxxx 
Homo sapiens NM_003264.3 
Hylobates lar EU488848.1 
Jaculus jaculus  XM_004655873.1 
Lasiurus cinereus xxxxxxxx 
Lipotes vexillifer   XM_007466719.1 
Lonhophylla thomasi xxxxxxxx 
Lophostoma silvicolum xxxxxxxx 
Macaca fascicularis  AB445629.1 
Macaca fuscata  AB607964.1 
Macaca mulatta NM_001130425.1 
Macrotus waterhousii xxxxxxxx 
Megaloglossus woermani xxxxxxxx 
Micromys minutus  HM215603.1 
Micronycteris hirsuta xxxxxxxx 
Microtus agrestis  HM215596.1 
Microtus arvalis  HM215597.1 
Microtus ochrogaster  XM_005344154.1 
Microtus oeconomus  HM215598.1 
Miniopterus brachytragos xxxxxxxx 
Mus musculus NM_011905.3 
Myodes glareolus HM215589.1 
Myodes rex  HM215594.1 
Myodes rufocanus  HM215593.1 
Myodes rutilus  HM215590.1 
Myotis brandtii  XM_005871438.1 
Myotis davidii  XM_006770106.1 
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Myotis lucifugus  XM_006081806.1 
Nannospalax galili  XM_008854282.1 
Natalus micropus xxxxxxxx 
Nomascus leucogenys  XM_003257854.1 
Ochotona princeps  XM_004598470.1 
Octodon degus  XM_004638701.1 
Odobenus rosmarus divergens  XM_004394266.1 
Orcinus orca  XM_004263643.1 
Ornithorhynchus anatinus  XM_007671810.1 
Oryctolagus cuniculus NM_001082781.1 
Otolemur garnettii  XM_003790226.1 
Ovis aries NM_001048231.1 
Pan paniscus NM_001279236.1 
Pan troglodytes NM_001130469.1 
Panthera tigris altaica   XM_007084187.1 
Pantholops hodgsonii  XM_005985628.1 
Papio anubis  XM_009207730.1 
Papio hamadryas  GAAH01013150.1 
Peromyscus maniculatus bairdii  XM_006985316.1 
Phyllostomus hastatus xxxxxxxx 
Physeter catodon  XM_007114661.1 
Pipistrellus paterculus xxxxxxxx 
Pongo abelii XM_002815224.2 
Pteronotus parnellii xxxxxxxx 
Pteropus alecto  XM_006906255.1 
Pteropus vampyrus xxxxxxxx 
Giraffa camelopardalis EU580542.1 
Rattus norvegicus NM_198769.2 
Rhinophylla pumilio xxxxxxxx 
Rhogeessa aeneus xxxxxxxx 
Saguinus oedipus EU488857.1 
Saimiri boliviensis boliviensis  XM_003927962.1 
Sarcophilus harrisii  XM_003773130.1 
Scotomanes ornatus xxxxxxxx 
Sigmodon hispidus  FJ475829.1 
Sorex araneus  XM_004606172.1 
Spermophilus tridecemlineatus  XM_005330903.1 
Sus scrofa NM_213761.1 
Tarsius syrichta  XM_008071908.1 
Thyroptera tricolor xxxxxxxx 
Trachops cirrhosus xxxxxxxx 
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Tupaia chinensis  XM_006172099.1 




























Primers used for PCR amplifications and sequencing. 




































Matrix of life-trait variables of bats used for comparative analyses. Categorical data of diet, 
correspond to 0 = plant, 1= plant and insect, 2 = insects, and 3 = vertebrates. Categorical data of 























Species Distribution Range (km2) Body Mass (g) Diet 
Anoura caudifer Neotropical 7421588 10.65 1 
Carollia brevicauda Neotropical 10334508 14.4 0 
Carollia castanea Neotropical 4517571 13.27 0 
Carollia perspicillata Neotropical 13744540 18.89 1 
Casinycterisargynnis African 1328360 29.85 0 
Choeroniscus minor Neotropical 6452423 8.73 1 
Desmodus rotundus Neotropical, neartic 17785745 33.21 3 
Diphylla ecaudata Neotropical, neartic 8418354 29.3 3 
Epomops franqueti African 5790388 118.93 0 
Eptesicus fuscus Neotropical, neartic 17900172 16.46 2 
Eumops auripendulus Neotropical 13898924 28.45 2 
Furipterus horrens Neotropical 8380539 3.18 2 
Glauconycteris beatrix African na 6.5 2 
Glauconycteris humeralis African na 8.99 2 
Glossophaga soricina Neotropical 15126323 10.04 1 
Glyphonycteris daviesi Neotropical 4125682 18.3 1 
Harpiocephalus harpia Asia na 13.63 2 
Hipposideros cyclops African 3086134 33.5 2 
Lasiurus cinereus Neotropical, neartic 30878867 25.28 2 
Lonhophylla thomasi Neotropical 8441019 6.85 1 
Lophostoma silvicolum Neotropical 12879964 29.7 1 
Macrotus waterhousii Neotropical 895313 12.75 1 
Megaloglossus woermani African 1363023 15.66 0 
Micronycteris hirsuta Neotropical 4654563 12.42 1 
Miniopterus brachytragos African na 4.03 2 
Myotis brandtii Asia na 5.3 2 
Myotis davidii Asia na 4.99 2 
Myotis lucifugus Neartic 13470140 7.65 2 
Natalus micropus Neotropical na na 2 
Phyllostomus hastatus Neotropical 12290596 92.48 2 
Pipistrellus paterculus Asia na na 2 
Pteronotus parnellii Neotropical 7725577 19.67 2 
Pteropus alecto Asia, Australasia 2023050 672.14 0 
Pteropus vampyrus Asia, Australasia 2673204 1039.25 0 
Rhinophylla pumilio Neotropical 8175331 9.55 0 
Rhogeessa aeneus Neotropical na 4.45 2 
Scotomanes ornatus Asia na 21.8 2 
Thyroptera tricolor Neotropical 10209353 4.36 2 
Trachops cirrhosus Neotropical 12685024 37.67 3 
Vampyrum spectrum Neotropical 5464476 169.38 3 
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Species Aspect Ratio Wing Loading Colony Roost 
Anoura caudifer na na 10 1 
Carollia brevicauda 5.5 12.4 1000 0 
Carollia castanea na na na 0 
Carollia perspicillata 6.1 11.4 1000 0 
Casinycterisargynnis na na 2 0 
Choeroniscus minor 6.2 10.4 na 0 
Desmodus rotundus 6.7 14 100 1 
Diphylla ecaudata 6.7 16.5 na 1 
Epomops franqueti 6.5 19.4 2 0 
Eptesicus fuscus 6.4 9.4 700 1 
Eumops auripendulus na na na 1 
Furipterus horrens na na 60 1 
Glauconycteris beatrix na na na na 
Glauconycteris humeralis 6.8 10.7 na 0 
Glossophaga soricina 6.4 10.5 na 1 
Glyphonycteris daviesi na na na 0 
Harpiocephalus harpia na na na na 
Hipposideros cyclops na na na 0 
Lasiurus cinereus 8.1 16.5 1 0 
Lonhophylla thomasi na na na 0 
Lophostoma silvicolum na na 18 0 
Macrotus waterhousii 9 7.3 120 1 
Megaloglossus woermani na na 2 0 
Micronycteris hirsuta na na na 0 
Miniopterus brachytragos na na 170 1 
Myotis brandtii 6.2 6.5 na 1 
Myotis davidii 6 7.1 na 1 
Myotis lucifugus 6 7.4 37500 1 
Natalus micropus na na na 1 
Phyllostomus hastatus 7.6 25.2 na 0 
Pipistrellus paterculus na na na na 
Pteronotus parnellii 6.7 6.5 na 1 
Pteropus alecto na na 100000 0 
Pteropus vampyrus 8.4 57.8 10000 0 
Rhinophylla pumilio na na na 0 
Rhogeessa aeneus 6.2 6.8 na 0 
Scotomanes ornatus na na na 0 
Thyroptera tricolor 6 4.1 na 0 
Trachops cirrhosus 6.3 15.3 na 0 




GenBank accession numbers of the COI and TLR2 genes of the samples of Pteronotus 
parnellii.  





ALR 108 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 109 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 114 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 116 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 118 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 32 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 38 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 40 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 41 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 42 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 43 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 75 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
ALR 87 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4945 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4946 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4947 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4948 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4949 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4950 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4951 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4952 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4953 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4954 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4976 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP4977 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP5009 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP5014 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP5017 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
BDP5020 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 100 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 112 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 113 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 114 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
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DR 115 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 116 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 47 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 51 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 55 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 61 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 63 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 66 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 89 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 90 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
DR 99 Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
AMNH267851 Mainland XXXXX XXXXX 
ROM100386 Mainland JF448237 XXXXX 
ROM100462 Mainland JF448254 XXXXX 
ROM101360 Mainland JF448352 XXXXX 
ROM101401 Mainland JF448268 XXXXX 
ROM101426 Mainland JF448269 XXXXX 
ROM102929 Mainland JF448389 XXXXX 
ROM102973 Mainland JF448391 XXXXX 
ROM102990 Mainland JF448392 XXXXX 
ROM102991 Mainland JF448393 XXXXX 
ROM103006 Mainland JF448400 XXXXX 
ROM103083 Mainland JF448401 XXXXX 
ROM103126 Mainland JF448404 XXXXX 
ROM103420 Mainland JF448379 XXXXX 
ROM103466 Mainland JF448382 XXXXX 
ROM104227 Mainland JF448264 XXXXX 
ROM104355 Mainland JF448341 XXXXX 
ROM104369 Mainland JF448342 XXXXX 
ROM106659 Mainland JF448292 XXXXX 
ROM106667 Mainland JF448293 XXXXX 
ROM107118 Mainland JF448302 XXXXX 
ROM107189 Mainland JF448306 XXXXX 
ROM107348 Mainland JF448325 XXXXX 
ROM107858 Mainland JF448281 XXXXX 
ROM107862 Mainland JF448349 XXXXX 
ROM108101 Mainland JF448330 XXXXX 
ROM108210 Mainland JF448312 XXXXX 
ROM108211 Mainland JF448313 XXXXX 
ROM108577 Mainland JF448467 XXXXX 
ROM109024 Mainland JF448466 XXXXX 
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ROM109292 Mainland JF448417 XXXXX 
ROM111534 Mainland JF448421 XXXXX 
ROM111596 Mainland JF448432 XXXXX 
ROM111664 Mainland JF448433 XXXXX 
ROM111814 Mainland JF448436 XXXXX 
ROM111908 Mainland JF448440 XXXXX 
ROM111939 Mainland JF448442 XXXXX 
ROM112619 Mainland JF448443 XXXXX 
ROM112666 Mainland JF448445 XXXXX 
ROM112667 Mainland JF448446 XXXXX 
ROM112668 Mainland JF448447 XXXXX 
ROM113365 Mainland JF448449 XXXXX 
ROM113366 Mainland JF448450 XXXXX 
ROM113393 Mainland JF448453 XXXXX 
ROM113394 Mainland JF448454 XXXXX 
ROM113408 Mainland JF448458 XXXXX 
ROM113739 Mainland JF448210 XXXXX 
ROM113811 Mainland JF448413 XXXXX 
ROM113823 Mainland JF448414 XXXXX 
ROM113978 Mainland JF448284 XXXXX 
ROM114045 Mainland JF448398 XXXXX 
ROM114151 Mainland JF448399 XXXXX 
ROM114619 Mainland JF448416 XXXXX 
ROM115481 Mainland JF448364 XXXXX 
ROM115482 Mainland JF448365 XXXXX 
ROM115533 Mainland JF448395 XXXXX 
ROM115561 Mainland JF448152 XXXXX 
ROM116491 Mainland JF448182 XXXXX 
ROM116524 Mainland JF448186 XXXXX 
ROM116550 Mainland JF448188 XXXXX 
ROM116551 Mainland JF448189 XXXXX 
ROM116582 Mainland JF448190 XXXXX 
ROM116598  Mainland JF448196 XXXXX 
ROM116636 Mainland JF448167 XXXXX 
ROM116650 Mainland JF448168 XXXXX 
ROM116651 Mainland JF448169 XXXXX 
ROM116943 Mainland JF448334 XXXXX 
ROM117028 Mainland JF448336 XXXXX 
ROM97957 Mainland JF448258 XXXXX 
ROM97963 Mainland JF448259 XXXXX 
ROM97965 Mainland JF448211 XXXXX 
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ROM98110 Mainland JF448214 XXXXX 
ROM98483 Mainland JF448362 XXXXX 
ROM99235 Mainland JF448277 XXXXX 
ROM99389 Mainland JF448276 XXXXX 
ROM99390 Mainland JF448361 XXXXX 
ROM99496 Mainland JF448359 XXXXX 
ROM99522 Mainland JF448360 XXXXX 
ROM99610 Mainland JF448356 XXXXX 
ROMF39025 Mainland JF448363 XXXXX 
ROMF43287 Mainland JF448461 XXXXX 
BDP4823 (P. quadridens) Caribbean  XXXXX XXXXX 
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